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Have yourself a happy and
WACCI Chrisfmas...



CONTENTS THE TELEPHONE HELP—LINE

5 FAIR CMENT
12 GPAINT........... .

13 ARTBALL ...............
14 MICRODESIGN CLASS 3...
18 8 BIT PRINTER PORTS.
17 PAIEMAKER 64 ..........
18 PROBOX ................
20 TAPPERS...............
22 THE OCP ART STUDIO .
24 POWERPAGE TUTORIAL. . . .
21 MARKET STALL..........
28 THE ITGA INTERVIEW....

Only the one page ...
Getting Sillier ...
Bunny Bounces In ...
The best FD Art Pad? . . .

And others as well
Jonty finishes off ...
How to make one ...
A P.D. D. T.P. . . .
How to start boxing ...
with David Hall
Best of the Best ...
How to use PowerPsge . . .

Angies little bit ...
Jonty gets stitched ...

30 PAGE PUBLISHER... item SD MicroSystsms ...

THE BENEFITS OF HACCI MEMBERSHIP

The best magazine for serious CPC users.
An INDEX of the above from issue 1 — 104.
Telephone HELPLINE (indispensable).
Bargain buys/wanted lists from the MARKET STALL.
Discount off goods from advertisers.

x-arxrax-sx-

Above all the advice, assistance and friendship
from other "ACCT members.

BENEFIT list by Ernie (Wish List) Ruddick

List of PD discs, tapes, library books, services.

COPYRIGHT: WACCI 1998

Material may not be reproduced either in whole or
in part without the prior consent of the copyright
holders. WACCI club members may freely reproduce
material for their own use. No payment can be made
for any material selected for publication.

PROWCT ION METHOD

WACCI is created using Protaxt, Promerge, Prospell
and HicroDesign Plus on a CPC 6128 and printed by
an Epson Stylus 800 and an Epson LQ300 for all the
graphics. That's a lot of programs to learn....
WACCI is printed and collated by: ProntaPrint!
134 Foregate Street, Chester CH1 1HB 01244 313222

IACCI is distributed by the Dwerryhouse family who
are still licking those blasted stamps ......
WACCI: The club for Amstrad CPC computer owners.

FRONT COVER: (<It was probably no —Philip))

BOB MOFFATI', 01454 329875, Weekends only please,
Masterfile III, Hastercal, Qualitas and Protext.

FRANK FRONT, 01983 882197, Isle of Wight, 4pm—10pm
VDE, CP/H, Protext and "ACCI Services.

JONTY JONES, 01670 850254, 5pm-Bpm, SATURDAY ONLY

Microbesign, OCP Art Studio and Powerpige.
((Cbmplain to him about HACCI graphics -Philip))

MALCOLM BRABBIN, 01502 716344, Suffolk
8pm to 11pm but not Saturdays. Basic programming.

IAN NEILL, 01926 337708, 6pm to 10pm, Warwickshire
Eprom blowing, Hardware, Electronics and more.

MARK STEWART, 01773 822599, Belper, 8pm to 10pm,
PAH Adventure Creator, Basic and general help.

NIGEL MELLS, 01784 211734, Ashford, tape to disc
problems, Basic programming and a general natter.

MIKE LYONS, 01942 259942, Nigen, Basic, Stop Press
Dk'tronics Speech Synth.

STUART GASCDIGNE, 0272 831361, Bristol, Basic,
Machine code, PD Discs 19 to 36.

JOHN HUDSON, 01484 423252, Huddersfield. HOII,
CPIM, Wordstar/Newword, dBASE, CPIH PD, CPC-PCW—PC

JUIN BOWLEY, 01733 702158, Paterborough.
PD/Book Libraries and HACCI OMBUDSHAN.

CLIVE JACKSON, Cobol, Basic, Bankman, Sorting,
File Handling and Applications programming.
37 Essex Road, Stamford, Lincs, PE9 1L6

RICHARD AVERY, Tasword 464, GPaint, Another World.
35 Marlborough View, Cove, Farnborough, GU14 QYA

NIC RAYNER, 0850 992747 (mobile) Manchester
CPC Emulators on the PC.

PHILIP DiRICHLEAU, 01522 511608, Lincoln
HicroDesign, Protext, Printers, Word Processing,
BASIC and anything to do with Editing a magazine.
All day until 9pm (Notice new hours please)

ARTHUR/ANGELA COOK, 01903 206739, Sussex
Tape Library, Repairs, General CPC and Netter
All day till 10pm

NB:
This help—line is provided on a voluntary basis by
club members to assist other members.
between 7pm and 9pm (unless stated otherwise.)

FHeese c211
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Conceived and Founded by

Developed and Expanded by
Steve Williams
Clive Bellaby
Paul merryhouse

Telephone 01522 511608

Copydate :

Edited by : Philip DiRichleau
Owned by The club Members
Chairman : John BowTey

Jeff Walker 'in October 1986

23 December 1996

Why do I do it I ask myself? What an 1 playing at? It’s 2:00am and here I am

writing up i'air Comment and pretending to nyseif that I haven’t got a chest
infection. You just can't win can you? [In sooner have you go over one thing, that
another arrives on the doorstep to slap you around the head with a wet kipper.

SO WHAT DO YOU THINK?
A lot of very hard work has gone into
this issue of VACCI but I think it‘s
going to be worth the amount of effort
we‘ve put in. As always, this is
mostly due to all the hard work of the
WRCCI editorial team, namely I‘rank

lieatherway, Richard Fairhurst, Ron

Izett and Jonty Jones (who also had to
suffer the Iron Interview treatment at
the sane time).
If you like the idea of special

issues of WRCCI, where we concentrate
on a narrow band (it the widest
possible manner), then let me know and
we‘ll do another in the future.

TIIE EDITORS DECISION IS FINAL

Also known as 'The Buck Stops Here'. A

few people have been getting it in the
neck recently for matters that were
really totally out of their control.
What goes in the magazine (and what
doesn't for that matter) is up to the
editor (like the headers that vanished
so very recently) and, as such, the
responsibility belongs to the editor
as well (unfortunately). I would much

rather it could be John Bowleys fault,
he is the Chairman after all, but it
isn‘t, it's nine. It‘s a tough life at
the top (he adds with a humoured tone
of thought). So, as it is my fault,
let me know, and I'll try to change it
pretty quickly.

PAGE 16 (THIS MONTH)

We're running an fl—Rit Printer Port
Mod this month but I think I'd better
mention something about it. Some of
you may think that this was the one
that hmstrad Action ran some years
ago, that took a line from the
Cassette on/off switch (making the
computer click in an alarming manner).
Well it isn‘t. This one comes directly
from the Cassette Write Line, which
means it‘s silent, works brilliantly
and is very, very simple to do (it
also happens to be the self-sane
method I use with 'Mother' and I've
produced all my issues of WRCCI, so
far, using it).

IEGABLASTERS IS BACK

Hegahlasters is a rather interesting
gale which has just been rereleased.
It had been shelved due to the fact
that it kept crashing. This problem
now seems to have been sorted and
Radical Software has released it once
more. I’ll get a review done RSAR but
for now, I‘ll tell you it's good, it
comes on TWO discs and cost £10.99 on
3 inch and £9.99 on 3.5 inch.

Oh yes, the address for Radical
Software is the same as Herline Serve
and anyone to do with the Cook Family,
the ones down in Worthing. Cheques or
Postal Orders payable to Hook please
and not Radical Software.

STELLAR OUTPOST (AGAIN)
I did it, didn't I? I mentioned
Stellar Outpost last month and forgot
to put the advert in. Here goes...

The tape version of Stellar is now

available at the incredible price of
just it (plus 38p for m).
The game was reviewed in WACCI 97

and has a new map generated for each

game, so you get a new challenge every
time you play. There are many objects
to use, tasks to perform and
formidable aliens around - all Menu

Driven for each of use. Anyone is able
to play this game — but few are able
to achieve victory, To get you copy of
this excellent strategy game just send
a cheque/M. payable to d.SWIlT90URlTE

for £1.38 along with your name and
address in BLOCK CRPITALS to...

Crystali Software
11 Vicarage View

Redditch
Worcestershire

R97 TRT

(You can send cash at your own risk
but make sure it is securely wrapped).

Disc Version is £2.99
Limited Availability

How's that for a plug Rngela, did I
get it right this time?

THE LITTLE IAST BIT

Hope that you all have a very good
Christmas and an excellent 1997.
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CDPELDST-MUP
THE BUNELUS BRRINSTURMER

Ilel l then here we are, almost at the end of another year. I’ve thought long and
hard about this months competitions and I ‘ve some to the conclusion that I
haven’t a clue what to do so out comes yet another batch of combos set by our
wonderful members. Your entries needs to he in by the list December. Have fun.

OUIZ ORE - JOROARS' JUGGLER

Each number in the grid represents a

different letter. You have been given
4: Y I 1 = G so fill in these letters
where the corresponding numbers

appear. Raving entered the two

letters where their numbers appear,
complete the grid using your knowledge
of words to work out where the missing
letters should go. X : Blank square.

OUIZ TIO - SPOT THE CAROLS

These were popular last year so here's
another batch for you to try. They are
not all Carols but all have the
seasonal theme.

1) llhen the RRR goes Blill along.
2) oc all us.
3) T the night BC.

4) R around the CT.

ll:l:ld:19:10:12:9:14:1:

5) h in a ll.
6) CR on an Ol‘. (MC to Y).
7) Dlllt on H.

8) SC is C to T.
9) W you it upon as.
10) JBR.
11) Ht) (kl ISO).
12) SB.

13) TC (H1)
14) llhem a C is it.
15) ASL.

Compo set by ME. ((Ta he»

QUIZ THREE - GUBBYS' POSER

You are asked to write a program on

your CPO to produce the following
sequence of numbers on the screen:—

123456789876543210

You may use any of the keys as

As you get a letter, enter that letter
in the smaller grid below and this is
how I want you to send me your entry.

often as you like BUT you may only
use your chosen number as often as
you like.

l:2:3:4:5:6:7:8:9:

142 152 153 17? 18; 192 20} 21? 223 23: 24; 25} 26

Coupe set by harry Gubhy.

QUIZ FOUR REILLYS' TEASER

Young Jonny lives on the
10th floor in a block of
flats. Each morning he gets
in a lift and travels down

to the ground floor and

Compo set by Dennis Jordan. ((Ta bonnie»
goes to school.
Every afternoon after

school he gets back into the same lift
and goes up to the Bth floor. then
climbs the stairs the rest of the way.
How come?

Compo set by John Reilly. «Ta John»

Thanks to all you clever lads. Please
let ne know what disc you would like
as your prize and what size.

All winners from last months

competition will be announced in
Januarys issue although I expect to
have sent all prizes out by then so
you‘ll know who you are!

IHO loll IRE ROMEO?

The lucky winner is David Hall. Hell
done David. But what did he write for
the tie-breaker question, I hear you
all saying. So here it is.

Rescued a damsel in distress, wiped
out all crime in California, found the
iost gold of the Incas, saved the
entire universe from total destruction
and still had time to watch Eastenders
before bedtime.....
Thanks Peter and Paul but not Mary for
doing the judging. «Cheers»

As I write this page the Children in
Need hppeal is on the TV. Can you name

the ex Big Breakfast presenter who

hosted alongside good old Terry.

FINAL lOllD

If you are planning to make some llew

Tear resolutions for 1997 then please
add this one to your list. I promise
to enter more WhCCl competitions!
Well thats the lot then. They should

keep you ticking over nicely until
next year (I hope). John, Myself and

our toys send you all our very best
and warmest wishes for a wonderful
Christaas and a healthy, happy and

prosperous New Year. llye from the
Bowleysr Byeeeeeeeee.
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Richard ’Bunny' Fai rhurst
Frank Neatherway

3 Glebe close
Rayleigh
Essex

SSS 9HL

MONGOLIAN CLUSTER BUCK

A friend of nine has had a PCT for
some time and has now bought himself a

brand new go-faster TC. Since my CPC

has both 3" and 3.5" discs, he has
asked me if I can transfer some files
for him. So the letter from Stuart
Gascoigne in the October issue of
thCl cane at just the right time to
put me on the right path.
However, since life often has a

perverse streak, the software I
currently have to transfer from CPC to
PC and back has a slight problem. The

software was a freebie that came with
RODDS (I know, not the best choice of
big disc software). It copies from PC

to CPC ok, after small modifications
to make it easier to use, but the
copying from CDC to PC has a snail
problem. The sectors are read and
written in pairs, i.e. two sectors to
a cluster. Sometimes the second pair
of a cluster is overwritten. The data
was read ok and was placed in the
output buffer ok, since it is printed
out from the buffer. I have tried
moving the buffer area down in store
but it still does not work. Is there
anything in the llllCCl homegrown or
Public Domain libraries that you
recommend?
I enclose a £1 for a copy on 3.51nch

disc. I have a side switch, so it can
be formatted as 40 or 80 tracks,
single-sided. I can read 80 tracks
single-sided since I have a CP/ll disc
that can use 848/80 obtained some

years ago.
On another topic entirely, I too

obtained Supercalc 2, but my version
came with two files to be used to set
up a working disc. They are HoltDZSd
and llllltlléile to be used as
appropriate. I find that the best way
to use Supercalc with two discs is to
use disc B for the spreadsheets and
disc A for the Supercalc overlays.
If anyone is interested, the

following is from hnstrad Action of

December 1991 and can be used with
SETKEYS so that the F0 to F9 keys will
work like the function keys of
Supercalc 5.

0 l S C “'8" cursor up/insert space
1 l S C 'D" cursor right
2 l S C "‘X" cursor down/delete space
311"“ll80‘" home (F9 in SCI)
3 C " ‘h81'“ active cell to home
4 ll "; “ window (F6)
5 ll " Z" delete entry (F3 in SCS)
7 ll “: pointing
8 NSSC "‘8" cursor left
9N5SC " ‘85ng copy
10 ll "l" recalculate (F7)
11 l "l" resume nacro/XQT (F8)
12 ll "z" go to (F5)
13 ll "1'" help
14 It "“182” edit current cell (F2)
15 N ""09‘" . Th8

(moves entry cursor to
start/end of entry)

16 ll 3 C "‘X" CLR

201i ""27'" ESC (F41 ABS in 5C5)
66 N S "A'Z7'" ESC

66 C "”Z" delete entry
72 ll 5 C "‘8" joystick/mouse movement
73 l S C ”‘ll" .. n u

74 M Sc "As" II It ll

75 N S C IIADII It II II

77 H S C "‘2" fire : delete entry
79 l S C "‘S" backspace
E #80 ":a1”K"
E #81 ":‘H“
E #82 "/E‘M"
E #83 "/C"

Paul Brian
Newbury

«There’s only one PC disc utility
that you should ever need: Andreas
Stroiczel’s excellent dos-Copy. d
coupact and user-friendly program, it
provides full file transfer
capabilities between CPC and ”5120.9-

foraat discs - even to the ertent of
including subdirectory support. lt was
featured on the covertape of Amstrad
Action issue 111, and a copy from the

I/ht't'l Pl} library should be winging its
way towards Greenhau any day now.

{By the way, since I don't have a
copy of the [MCI Pl) range here and
can’t cash cheques made payable to
”MCI, any software reguests Fair
t'omuent receives are sioply forwarded:
if possible, send ’eu to the relevant
librarian. Thanh you.)
Than/rs for the Supercalc tip. does

anyone have any tips to transform
Microsoft Excel 6 for windows into
anything other than a shoddy pile of
jun/r? Thought not -Ilichard»

THE ISLE OF SCAllT

it's me again with sane more SCllllT

connections.
While browsing through the llllCCl PD

disc 19, I cane across the file
"SChllT1.Dll", which shows connection
details. This file has to be loaded
into MicroDesign for you to view it:
file supplied on disc and a printout.

Martin lleddall
ltombourn, Dorset

((l’hanlr you -richard»

THE HEAVY HEAVY IOISTER SOUND

Once again it’s time for my half—
yearly subs to UACCI; doesn‘t time fly
when you’re having fun?
lit the beginning of the year I was

having trouble with my DDI-l disc
drive, which kept giving me "Drive ll:
read fail", so l decide to look out
for a 6128. These appear to be quite
expensive here in Norfolk. Anyway, in
llorwich we have a shop called "058"
[short for One Step Beyond) and they
sell an assortment of computer bits,
mostly lltari etc. They had on their
shelves at 6128 for £25 which was the
price I was considering paying, so I
duly asked to have a look at it. With
a few smiggers the boy retrieved it
iron the bottom shelf, and horror of
horrors this 6128 had an enorlous has
attached to it.
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Nobody in the shop knew what it was

- I certainly didn‘t - until a

gentleman from behind us said that it
was a modulator. Being of little
knowledge, I didn't know what a

modulator was, so I decided to leave
well alone. How this gentleman was

very helpful, we got chatting (as you
do to strange men - well, I do) «You
should ueet Richard Rildey - Richard»
«I have ~Philip» and I explained to
him my dilemma and that I was looking
for a 6120. I had already purchased an
unboxed 3.5" drive from Christine
Raisin but was having difficulty in
making it run with my 464.
Now, Mr C became my knight in

shining armour; he took my 3.5" drive
and tried to install it into a 6120
that he had, but it would not work. He

eventually managed to install a 3.5"
drive in another 6120 for me, so at
least I was up and running with a disc
drive. Unfortunately, all my family
history records are on 3" discs. In
the meantime I had contacted Christine
again, and she thought my DDI-l disc
drive problem came from the belt - and
that it was a pity that I wasn‘t
nearer Nottingham, as her husband
Chris would probably look at it for
me. «Rice chap -1’hilip))
Nell, Nottingham is not that far from
Norwich and as it happened I was on
holiday the next week; so, with very
little persuasion, hubby drove me to
Nottingham. «You can get a direct
train, you know - Richard» What a

welcome we were given from Christine,
including a lovely roast dinner; I
came away from there with not only my

drive mended but with a new set-up of
6120 and monitor, so my faith in human

nature is well and truly restored.
My problem now is this: how can I

transfer all my files from my 3" discs
to my 3.5 discs? I have Siren
Software's Masterdisk and I also have
HAMDOS, Maridos, NSNP and M8800.

However much I keep trying, I cannot
get them to transfer. Is it because I
used Mini office II for my original
files?

Some time ago, I purchased Family
History from the NhCCI P0 library
(disc 16). I had great fun putting my

tree together, but halfway through had
a message of "error in 9030". I
carried on to the end, not knowing
what this meant, and decided to print
my tree - but here again it failed to

print. Does anybody know why? My

printer is an Epsom IX1000.
I'm sorry that I have had to put

this on Mini Office 11 again, Philip
- I have a Protert HON that I
purchased from Nerline-Serve, and I am

waiting for a ROMbor from ComSoft
which will take a little while as they
sold out at the NNCCI convention. I
expect to take delivery within the
next ten days, and I am really going
to try next year to get to the
convention.
Can you tell me, Philip, is the new

Family History 2 disc in the P0

library yet? If so, can you send it to
me? I've enclosed a cheque for £15 to
cover cost of my NhCCI subs and disc.
If it isn‘t, can you send me homegrown
disc 17?

Hell, I hope my letter is enough to
fill in some of the Fair Comment page.
I wish I was more capable to produce a

review of some sort for you: my

knowledge of computer know-how is
terribly limited. I am much better it
I can see the way the programs are run
rather than read. I hope Protert is
simple - still, we shall see.
I think it‘s a good idea for you all
to have a break in the summer months
and I would be quite happy with a

back-issue of HhCCI.

Anyway, bye for now - hubby is
getting cheesed off with he being up
here. I said I was just going to write
a short letter!

Jean N Stangroom
Norwich

«chatting up strange hen in shops...
what is Fair Consent coating to?
Anyway, thank you - a cookie-warning
tale of h'Rt't'I life.
The nain Raridos utility will

happily copy files iron 3" drive R: to
H” RORMS drive H.’ for you. format
the 5: disc, then use a Raridos
couand such as (WY ”M" ii: to copy
everything tron the current drive to
the disc in drive 5. There should be
full instructions in the h/aridos
uanual. Alternatively, when you get
your dousoft ROR-bor, fit yourself out
with Parahdb' - a sore-than-
satisfactory replacewenf for nonoos et
a1 with its own built-in copier.
the ”error in sore" sounds here like

a bug in the promo to me, or
possibly a 464 incospatibiiity (if
you’re not using your 512R), than

anything you’ve done wrong. l’auily
history isn't exactly uy cup of tea,
unless it can keep track of Pictish
king-lists, but I 'm sure someone out
there will be able to help tacks. Rdan
flaring}. The wonderful Frank
Reatherway has already despatched
Iauily history 2 to you, I believe, so
do let us know how you get on.

You don’t have to he a genius to
write for RACCI - I wean, just look at
us ((Speak for yourself Richard, I am

a genius -Pbilip>>. But an appraisal
front a beginner ’s point of view is
often just as interesting as the
viewpoint of an expert. After all,
there are arguably far core of the
former out there.
I think a break in the sooner is a

great idea too {although a proper
month off sounds like a better idea
than siuply reprinting an old NACt'I —

the Dwerryhouses deserve a rest wore
than anyone). otherwise, cone nert
August, I ’ll be sitting on the hows of
a narrowboat with an Austrad R0100 on
my knees, your Fair t'onoent letters in
one hand and a pint of cider in the
other. Rhich all sounds rather
precarious- Richard»

lATI'S UP DOC

In answer to Fair Comment 105, I have
a Spectrum emulator for the CPC. I am

not sure what it can do as I have no

Spectrum games to experiment on, but
if Stuart Gascoigne gets in contact he
can have a copy (it is ID). I think it
is only for converting screens but
Stuart can let us know.
Secondly, I don't want to knock any-

one's efforts in doing articles for
NhCCI or CFC-related things, but Ben

Natt claims his article on extension
leads for the CPC is his: I did this
three years ago as my first article
for the then new CPC SouthNest club
(check with Dave stitson). Since then
whenever I have used other peoples'
work I have always acknowledged this
in the article. Ben Natt sounds like
he is using mine. I don't mind as all
write—ups are needed, but reading his
letter I feel he has copied my write-
up in CPCSN: if so, an acknowledgement
to CPCSN would be welcome.

Now I have to thank Ian Neill and
Arthur Cook for whose help and advice
put me in the right direction to help
run add-nus on a 464 Plus. I picked up
a 464 Plus with no monitor so i made
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up any own leads to run it on Iy 'old'
colour monitor. When I tried to run Iy
hDI-i and Roth-box the nachine just
kept crashing. To overcole this little
problem first you have to disable the
RDHDIS track, which is no 43 (see your
nanual). Follow track 43 in either the
ROM-box or DUI-1 interface and you
will cone to a diode, which looks like
a resistor but is made of clear
plastic. Just unsolder one end and you
are ready to go. Also in the interface
you lay have to move the nos Roth.

till this was fully explained to me at
halsall by Ian.
To explain the problen in easy ((read
”over—sinplified” - hichard» terns,
it's all to do with the game cartridge
on the Plus giving the wrong signals
to the ‘old add-ons' and the add-ons
giving/receiving then. By disabling
the RUM-disable line, problen solved.
To all the HACCI nenbers who are

unaware of the fact that John llowley
is trying to anass a huge library of
CPC software, we need your help. John
has recruited he, and I believe
others, to help him gain this
collection before it is too late. I

have been sending John PD stuff that
the HACCI library is nissing, so any
nenber who knows of a program or
utility that is missing can they send
it on to John.
by part is that I have got stuff

troI France and that is now in the
library. I would like members who can
help ne in tracking down and sending
us fannines (disc versions). I would
like to get copies of CPC Challenge,
Crack and Ron «no, you wouldn’t -
hichard», hnstrad User «you really
wouldn't - Richard» and all other
’zines as well as cover discs fron
fannines - not only to save the
programs, but also to search for and
add games and utilities to the HACCI

library.
I know the question of the connercial
games and utilities has not been
answered yet but if we don't anass
then now they could be lost for ever.
If any nenber wants a copy of a

disczine then it I have it they are
welcole to it. My own personal
feelings are I hope that the likes of
CPC Domain and other good 'nines will
be allowed to be distributed again by
“CH. tiny Ienber who can help,
please send your ‘zines to we and I

will lake sure any bits will be added
to our libraryr

Peter Curgenven
The Hollyar

Bay Road

Trevone
Cornwall PhZh 892

((1719 fabled Spectrun enulator? let no
at it! or course, one was reviewed way
back in All, but I’ll sceptical that it
ever existed. After all, since the
Speccy’s screen handling is so nuch
faster than the t‘PC’s (less than half
the anount of screen nenory), you’d be
looking at a serious perfornance loss.
h’ith all this enthusiasm for expanding
the dim library, why don't you send
John whatever you’ve got so we can
have a peek?
As for expansion connectors and

plagiarisn — well, the rule in past
t‘air Consents seens to be that the t’t'
editor leaves it up to the accused to
answer. But since the only sort of
convention I believe in occurs every
year in Italsall, here goes. lluw do you
know that den has pinched your article
when you haven 't even read his?
lleavens, it doesn’t exactly take a
nasternind to work out how to cake a

joystick extension lead (take nale and
fenale 9-pin u-connectnrs, run ribbon
cable between the two pin-to-pin, and
hey presto}. Give the chap a chance
and, you never know, he night even let
t/ht't’l distribute t'l’t' Quick.
After all, charging for disc

fanaines is a peculiar thing to do

(get yer free copy of [III here,
folks) But so is putting every single
one in the h’ht‘t’l library. You do
realise there are literally hundreds,
nest of which are (a) in French or
Gernan, and (b) contain precious
little of interest to the average
Iiht't'l nenber? «They can also
contain conent that are racist, foul
mannered and, I use the word quite
intentionally, evil -Philip>) Inean,
French ”discnags” are great denos, but
as the editor of the current leader
(dracula Fanzl would agree, they’re
not going to appeal to soneone who

enjoys t't't' bonain. For starters,
they ’re good.
lie, but really, would you want Bad

tlag in the library - conplete with
instructions on how to nake a
potentially fatal disc bonb? (<UACCI

will never stock these nags whilst I

have anything to say about it-Philip)>
0r 5.5.1. issue 1, with its
pornographic stories copied verbatin
out of non—newsstand “contact
nagarines”? 0r fannine cover discs,
which are invariably filled with
either I'd classics you have already
(of Artificial Intelligence} or
unutterable rubbish any decent library
would reject (cf that awful hinension
6 progran free with Otto}.
It ’s a wonderful idea to create a

central software repository. l ’n just
not sure that i t’s sonething which the
nain kht'Cl PI] library should do - the
library supplenent is already bursting
at the scans. l’ou night be interested
to know that there are already several
publically—accessible collections of
connercial games in existence, nost
notably ftp.nvg.unit.no on the
Internet {take a look at the till 3

’net feature). But the Internet
attitude to copyright has always been
naive at best, downright wrong nost of
the tine, and you cannot distribute
non-Pl) software without the copyright
holder’s pernission. Even if you hold
no brief for the likes of Ocean,
renenber that the copyright nay well
have reverted to the progran authors,
who night want to nake then shareware,
or prevent distribution for reasons of
personal pride. h’hich is fair enough
- I scan, if you wrote t'ount Duckula
2, you ’d hardly want to be reninded of
the fact.
Ilaving said which, if you want to

start contacting Ocean, drenlin et al,
requesting official pernission to
distribute the ganes, go for it. And

good luck — I found it difficult
enough when I was offering then big
wedges of noney for All covertape
appearances. . . -Ilichard))

A STITCH Ill HIE
Re: a cross-stitch program for CFC.

There is one listed in an old WACCI

(issue 95, Dec 95) written by Richard
harain but would appear to need
Protext to use it. is I do not have

Protext, I wondered if any nenber
knows of any other program - I use
i‘asword for my word processing.
Also, now that we can obtain PD and

Homegrown discs on 3.5" discs, do you
know if it can be used on a PC with a

suitable emulator? If yes, would this
open a new source for note members who

would be able to use our library?
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Any answer about cross-stitch in
simple language, please, as I am not
one of the technical bods. The cross-
stitch program would be for my other
half.

Bert Jones
Hockley

«oh yeah, i bet. dear ”('67, I would
like to find out if a train-spotting
database is available for the (PC.
It ’s for a friend.I Peally.’ Ito, it is!
hhen. if anyone can help nert - sorry,
bert's wife — please write in. it
strikes are that it would be alot
easier if, instead of closing hmstrad
Action, Future had merged it with
their Cross-Stitch magazine (aka
Knitting Format).
Itichard Wilson's CFC emulator can

happily read discs of CPC' PD directly:
Marco Vieth and Hernd Schmidt 's
programs require the disc to be
converted to a PC .051 file with the
help of the ZZbISh’ utility, but yes,
they too can (eventually) read PD

discs. But I doubt that this would
interest nany people outside Iv’ht‘t'l -
the CPC enuiators tend only to be used
by those who have, or had, a CPU

themselves. I don't think we ’re going
to be able to persuade the PC-ovuing
masses to switch from Corel Draw to
dPaint -Itichard))

UlBELIEVA-BULL

Thank you for the response
"lair Comnent" to my letter.
I have at last reached an agreement

with Pinboard Computers on my drive
requirements - I doubt the need for an
ABBA switch.
Comsoft do not stock Turbo Imager

RDlls - perhaps you could advise your
mate Rob Scott's address (snr
herewith) so I can contact him direct.
Black mark, junior, for not checking
your "facts".
I am sorry uy scrawl is so bad - it

was made worse by my stroke, but it
was never good! I usually use a word

processor (hustrad) but its CPU has
"died".
Dicks should be careful about cheap,

juvenile jokes on people's names. My

English master considered personalised
puns were an even lower form of wit
than sarcasm.

in Nov 96

KJ Bull
Essex

((b'hich just goes to prove that you
shouldn ’t believe moronic sayings like
”sarcasm is the lowest form of wit".
Always? So a classic piece of Fry and
[aurie sarcasm is de facto less funny
than a "joke " by Puss Abbot? Yeah,
right. (Sarcasm. )
is for checking facts, I was assured

this time last month that ConSoft
could supply l’urbo inager. So you can
have your black mark hack, senior. l
have passed your name and address onto
llr Scott.
besides, 1 don't see how you derive

”hick” from ”Charley" -I(ichard))

INSPECIIOI (CHECK ONE]

Congratulations on becoming l‘air
Comment Editor. Your arrival has and
will stun a few people - I know that
just from the reactions I have got
from telling people, which are mostly
"You're joking", but I'd sure they'll
get over it.
I think that the convention went

extremely well. It was great meeting
everyone there once more, including
Jiffy, one and Uncle Clive. I had a

better time than last year, if a very
busy one again. My thanks go to hngie
for organising the whole event once
more, splendid woman that she is, and

I look forward to meeting everyone
again next year.

My dad and I came up with a couple
of suggestions after the convention
that may be worth some thought.
Firstly the idea of holding two

conventions. One in the south of the
country and one either where it is or
further north. These would be set
apart tine-wise from each other,
because some people (such as myself]
would attempt to attend both Ieetings.
This may be a good idea for those
people who feel that Birmingham is
just a little too far north to travel,
although it does involve a scout in
the selected areas and the payment for
two lots of rooms.
The other idea was to actually hold

a convention and a meeting. This would
allow people such as Iyself, Peter
Campbell and others with commitments
that day to actually meet people and
chat to then as friends as opposed to
customers. Alternatively, a combin-
ation of the two proposals could be
met.
I wrote an article entitled "Are You

Sitting Comfortably?" in February of

this year. It was about how you should
have your computer set up for minimum

strain on neck, back and so on. I have
recently found out about the need for
wrist rests and thought I would write
in in case it interests anyone.
Because of the height of the

keyboard, especially a CPC one, when

most people type their wrists tend to
fall down to the table, or if not on
it, just above it. This causes strain
along the arms and to the upper back.
By having a "wrist rest" in front of
the keyboard you are limiting this
strain, because your wrists will be

resting at the same or similar height
to the keyboard. You can get wrist
rests for about £2.99 from most
computer outlets, although the foam
mouse mat type ones they sell might
not be particularly useful for a CPC

- the problem being that a CPC

keyboard is slightly higher than an
average PC keyboard. I haven't come up
with a solution for that yet, so I
just use my PC one.
College, family and work strains and

conmitments have taken their toll, I
am afraid. My apologies to anybody who
I haven't spoken or written to
recently thatI should have, but 24

hours in a day really isn't long
enough. I'm still here, and trying to
get back on track.
I like the new-look Comp-Splat, it

suits Carol and John down to the
ground. that I don't like, though, are
the new headers - we have been spoiled
by Paul using his PC. Philip going
back to Microbesign has been a bit of
a shock to the system. No doubt they
will improve over time.

Good luck with Pair Comment Richard,
I know you will do extremely well.

Angela Cook

West Sussex

«Feeling stressed, Angela? Poor lass.
A good course of Alexander Technique
will see you right - a cross between
posture therapy and positive thinking,
it's an essential complement to any
ergnunnic computer studio and makes

you look ten feet taller instantly.
Check your local comnunity college for
course details.
I have to hand it to Philip, the

headers are getting better - although
I still preferred the PC ones. Ilow

here ’5 a thought. It ’5 dead easy to
convert PC graphics to the (PC using
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the .1114? file format, so with a few
flushes of t'orel draw and a gulch
session of Dos-Copying, we could have
perfectly-proportioned headline fonts
while keeping the CPU purists happy.
llmnmm. [law where ’5 my copy of (Juarlr
lPress....7
As for the convention... well,

tampering with such a successful
recipe is inviting trouble, and there
are so many factors to take into
account that we probably have to tread
carefully. but bearing in mind this
year ’s decline in attendance and the
inevitably of a further fall as C’Pt‘s

are finally retired to the Great Attic
In The Sky, some form of debate is
surely worthwhile.
l thinlr the idea of a meeting

beforehand is an excellent one: it
might also have the effect that some
of us determined not to miss out on
the social aspects would be happier to
have stalls at the convention if a
good chin-wag was ensured the night
before. (I’m thinking of my fellow
Sl’S-ites in particular here: doubtless
others would be of similar mind.) It
could prove a useful opportunity to
discuss such plans as the CPC software
archive and user group co-operation.
Since (by its very nature) many fewer
people would attend such ameeting,
I’m not sure that it needs to be an
official Ilht‘t’l event - we wouldn’t
want to draw people away from the
following day 's convention, after all
- but yes, the idea is great.
Comments? (George I dragon in
t'olesbill, anyone? I’ll talre on all-
comers in the steals-eating
competition.)
the enthusiasm ’s definitely there

for organising separate spring and
autumn events, the biggest problem
would be ensuring that the attendance
didn’t simply split between the two.
[that would anyone think about inviting
CPt' flout/(Vest and the (predominantly
southern) dnited Amstrad l/ser Group to
stage a southern event open to l/Adt'l
members, in a central and easily-
accessible location (such as heading),
if I/Act'l agreed to welcome t'Pt'S/v’ and
UAW members to a northern event at a
different point in the year?
Or am I barking up completely the

wrong rabbit warren? Comments, please.I
I feel slightly guilty about
discussing this without the input of
Angie, Paul, John et al - all of whose

bard work has helped make the
convention what it is - so the mailbag
is twitching in anticipation. (lo-er.
I like having the convention in

Birmingham, partially because I’m a
Midlander at heart and partially
because the bustle and bustle of the
mar/vet nalres for an ercellent
atmosphere, but mostly because it ’s a
lovely place. it is! it is.I do and
wall along the bid Ilain line of the
birningham t'anal llavigations if you
don’t believe me- Richard»

MID N0! FOR SOMETHING COIPLEIELY
DIFFERENT

Just a few arty questions as this is a
hard copy. Sorry! ((l’ou’re apologising
for not asking lots of questions?
heavens... - hichard»
1. How many MIDI interfaces are there
for the CPC, what are they called and
where may I get them?
I. Is it possible to access the ISIS
for the hill mouse from assembler? If
so, how?

3. Can you recommend a PD program for
compressing screen files and inflating
then again? If so, where is it
available?
4. Is it possible to import screens
into Stop Press?
5. What is the air speed velocity of
an unladeo swallow?
Thanks for your time, I appreciate

it. Incidentally, I can understand
your sudden dislike for donuts. After
all, they've been given a bad name

lately!
Tom Neill
Hokingham

((Ili l'om. I'm not up for this anti—

Aonuthag crusade at all, i guite
lilred donut flag 2, in fact -much
better than certain disc fancines 1
could mention. Anyway...
1. off the top of my head (my
collection of out magazines went
Sutton-wards when I moved house),
there was the [IAAI Alusic Alachine, one
from Ann, and one from him. Your best
bet is to place a Aarhet Stall ad if
you 're after one.
2. I’ep - in the same way that you
access any llSls from machine code.
First of all, you need to find where
the AS! routine is stored. Pete the
command name into memory, with bit 7
of the last character set (liaram 1.5 ’s
STA command does this automatically),

and point III to it. Ilow call ”Chi,
and III will contain the address of the
routine (with t’ the relevant no]!
number, if any).

You now need to set up the parameter
bloc/r. briefly, A contains the number
of parameters you’re passing, and If
their address. llowever, ll should
actually point to the last one . so if
you were passing three parameters,
they'd be stored at (HM) and (tiff),
(1')!!!) and (ms), and (lied) and
(llsl) respectively. To make matters
more complicated, with a string, you
pass the address of a three-byte
descriptor block, ' which itself
contains the length of the string
followed by its address.
.7. The bunny you ’re loo/ling for is
dragonbreed lv’etware’s 5023, a

wonderfully efficient cruncher which
produces fully relocatable code. It
was featured on an AA covertape long
ago, but you should also be able to
get it from the t/At‘t‘l library.
4. I 've lost ny copy of Stop Press,

but id have thought so. If not, you
could always try importing them into
PowerPage and saving them out asa
(Stop Presss~conpatible) .t'hl' file.
5. BIA/I! tell, its acceleration is
currently Mm/s/s. hoops. - Richard»

KAHTIIG KALUINY

I haven't written to HACCI for quite a

long time, and each month I read about
members having difficulties with their
3" drive belts and so on.

My setup is as follows. With the
help of lligel Calcutt about a year
ago, I have two 3.5" drives tron one
cable, and a separate power supply for
the drives. Both drives have side
switches, plus an ABBA switch. I also
use S-DOS which gives 396k per side.
One of the 3.5" drives is configured
for drive A, and to date, I have had
no trouble with this setup. Also, I

have ParaDOS in non slot 7 in my

ComSoft ROHbox, which enables me to
use the large capacity format on both
drives. So now I don't use 3" discs
and about a year ago I sent the ones I
had to Paul Dwerryhouse.
In issue 105 there was a postcard

with the address Millennium Project,
"llarrowden", 30 High Street, Sutton-
in-the-Isle, Ely, Cambridgeshire, but
no mention on any of the pages as to
what one should do with the card.
Perhaps you could clarify this.
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Congratulations on becoming the
editor of HACCI, Philip: your page
layouts and headline features are good
and eye catching.

J Rooney
Ardrossan

((l'here’s a very good optician in
lrdrossan, you know.

Good to hear soneone’s still using
5-005 - I always liked that one. [In

Parahoh', of course, but a mighty
impressive feat of programming.
Il'here‘s something a hit suspicious
about all this - doctor Fegg) Where
did he come from? llie back to m,
warmint.
the Millenium Project postcard was

erplained in the ”Projectllillenium"
article in Ir’ht'c‘l Ml. k'hich seems
logical enough -hichard))

A IISHLISI [EVER
I really liked the article about using
Hicroflesign Plus with ROHDOS in one of
the past issues as it greatly
increased the amount of the disc space
that can be accessed for storing
Hicrohesign (.071) files on.

I would like to see an article on
some of the older CPC utilities such
as Locksmith, Pyradev and Cherry Paint
just to name but a few. I didn‘t get
my 6123 until 1994, which means that I
have missed out on some of the earlier
utility discs. I would like to see an
in-depth series on the hrunword Elite
with the Brunword ROH are a bit
daunting to say the least and it would
be nice to have a series that went
step by step through all the different
"InCodes" that are in the manuals.
I would also like to know what

single and double stepping consists
of: they (<aka Richard Wilson -
Richard» say in the Parados manual
that if you don't know what it means
then you don‘t need it, but I would
still be interested to know.
I really enjoyed myself at this

year's HACCI convention, as I shared a
stand with Jonty Jones from barkside
Software by the UAUG stand.

Richard Latham (Pixator)
Birmingham

((llello Richard. Double-stepping
relates to formatting discs to 40
tracks on an dd-track drive. dsually,
the first 40 tracks of the disc are

used, leaving the remaining 40 empty.
but by selecting donhle~stepping, you
can spread the it} tracks throughout
the whole disc. Hence the name - the
stepper motor moves twice the
distance.
cherry Paint is a not-mucb-cop

icon-driven none 2 art package from
France, and if Paul ’s feeling
particularly brave, there'll be a

screenshot somewhere on this page -
there you go, a review for you.
Seriously, I 'm sure Ernie will he
adding these to the wishlist even now.

I ’d like to see a review of the new
hurutti Column t'h -lichard))

GHOST IH THE MACHINE

I recently purchased a job lot of
different things for the CPC at a car
boot sale (wonderful things, these).
Amongst the goodies was a box with
Husic Hachine written upon it. It
appears to be in its original box, and
was marketed by RAH Electronics
(Fleet) Ltd.
I have the software on disc, but no

instructions for using it. Looking at
the box, it appears to have come with
a microphone, and you were able to
record external sounds and include
these in your own compositions for
playing back through an anplifier or a

music centre. It has a module with
several sockets on the back that plugs
into the expansion port of the 6128,
but I dare not plug anything in until
member help with advice or info on
this device? Please publish my address
at the foot of this letter in case
anyone can.
keep up the good work with the

magazine, Philip. I support the fact
«opinion, surely < lichard» that it
should be set out on the CPC. Hith all
the good software about for doing
this, and the good operatives «eh? -
Richard», it should be possible. One

last thing, many thanks for all who
have helped me with the CPC. Thanks to
Tony and a big hello to Phil.
I have several CFC-related books that
are now surplus to my needs. Do you
think they may be of use to the HhCCI

library? Let me know.
Tony Taylor

77 Anton Hay

hylesbury
Bucks

hPZl 9Lx

«the sockets on the back of your
tiusic Machine are for connecting Alibi
devices - principally electronic
keyboards and sound nodules. kith the
right software, you can record your
performances into a CPU for playback
later, owerdubbing tracks and tidying
up the performance as much as you
like. [laying said which, if this
sounds like your sort of thing, start
saving for that PC or llac - lllhi
sequencing (as this process is known)
is one application for which the CPC,
with its limited memory and slow
processor speed, is not ideally
suited.
As is desktop publishing. tie know

that it 's possible to produce lllc‘t'l on
a t't’t' - all but a few of the past it]
issues are adequate demonstration of
the fact. It’s whether it's desirable
or not which is the question. There is
no question that it ’s easier to lay
out a page on a PC or liac than on a
CFC: the last thing we want is another
(.7) case of editor burnout. Philip's
the one who actually has to produce
the magazine, so we should respect his
decision - if it resulted in a less
stressed editor, who 'd begrudge Philip
the luxury of a 1’6? ((1 can ’t afford
one, but I would like one to support
the t'Pt' -l'hilip))
l 'm sure John will want to take you

up on your generous offer of computer
books - in the unlikely event of the
library not wanting them, they could
be raffled at the next convention.
cheers —llichard))

PRINTERS PARADOX

Dear Wacci, please could anyone help
me. I have a 464 and a hit? 3160

printer and I would like to do some
artwork.

The DH? 3160 printer has a memory of
its own (as, no doubt, other printers
have as well).
The this nenory and the DHP 3160

nenory don't always coincide.
The coincide where all the letters

of the alphabet are concerned, but
when it comes to printing any of the
character sets from 127 one 140 and
206 onto 255 then that's where they
seperate.
Without we having to spend too much

money, could anyone advice me on which
printer I should get.

Hora Less
Birmingham
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(all there Iiora, Philip here. Your
letter arrived with we so I 'm going to
answer it as best I can.
Ilight, all printers are usually the

sawe better 32 and 126 (these being
the ASCII characters for the normal
keyboard). beyond that they seperate.
It 's not actually the printer that's
different, it 's the computer.
the hmstrad Character set above 127

could, in theory, be programmed into a

printer, but there seems little point
in doing so. If you wish to print
graphics, I 'd suggest you use a screen
dump program (if you don 't have a good
one with decent instructions then let
me know and I '1] send one down to you
as fast as I can). Better still, just
use an Art Package, there are a few
mentioned in this issue.
As for which printer you could get.

l’here’s an old style one that hmstrad
themselves released, which went by the
name of the bill liid. It’s a most
excellent printer for text and
graphics and perfect for connection to
a t'Pt'. If you happen to have one of
these connected to your computer, then
I would be well tempted to stick with
it {I have a MP 3000 which is just as
good and very reliable} -Philip))

IR BRUNIORD IS BACK

Dear Philip, do you remember that many
nonths ago Paul asked for a volunteer
to audit YACCI's finances? Yours truly
stepped forward three paces and landed
this plum job. Actual progress was a

little slow as communication between
Paul and myself was separated by weeks
of busy silence. Rut a system was

looking possible without too much

labour involved on either side.
Then suddenlyl read in WACCI mag

that I was redundant - replaced by a
PC apparently. Not an especially sad
day for me but a little bit puzzling.
One day RACCI badly needs an auditor
but apparently on the next it doesn't
- instead it has Paul as Treasurer.
How come? And what on earth does he
think he's doing putting WACCI

accounts on a PC - traitorous
behaviour indeed. I did write to Paul
roughly on these lines when the RACCI

Audit Department was downsized but
didn't actually get a reply. Surely I
wasn't that rude.
I‘m wondering if I've had the

"mushroom" treatment from the RACCI

Management. It probably doesn't matter

too much because like lost nembers I'm
perfectly satisfied with the mag, for
my £2 - great value and somehow I just
can‘t see enormous profits going into
the nanagelents‘ numbered Swiss bank
accounts. Of course in Issue 103 Steve
Williams suggested that someone in
past years might have played fast and
loose with RACCI funds. Makes yer
think like dunnit - know wot I mean?

Philip, please don't think that your
spiteful monthly digs at Rrunword have

passed unnoticed. lie at the R0 of the
Brunword Appreciation Society Targeted
Against diRichleau's Dastardly Scheme

have engineered your removal as
"unsound" from the Fair Comment page
and replacement by young Itr I‘airhurst
who we confidently expect to support
Brunword above all others. Well he's
got to hasn't he - he's an intelligent
bloke and doesn't answer tricky techie
questions like you do by saying he
hopes somebody knows the answer
because he certainly doesn't!
Obviously didn't waste his time with a

classical education. I also note that
2 big events occurred in Sept'92 -
Richard joined AA and AA did a highly
complimentary review of the Rrunword
ROM - "...the fastest most efficient
spellohecker anywhere“ "...a truly
excellent product" - "As a complete
writing package for CPC owners
Brunword is tops“. Coincidence? I
don't think so. lie have got our man on

the inside at last. Put that in your
Lapsang Souchong and stir it!
Philip, your taste in Word Processor

may be highly suspect [and eccentric]
but I fully support your efforts to
make the nag. as near 100% CPC

produced as possible. More strength to
your digits mate!

As for the suggestion that Your Most
Horshipful Editorship and team should
take a break during the year, I'm
reluctantly in favour. It must be a

difficult job putting the mag together
month after month and we must keep
such talent as yours fresh and vibrant
for the long years ahead etc etc.. One

YACCI-free month is just bearable and
I'd be quite happy with a back issue
in that empty month as a substitute.
It was good to see a short review of

SuperCalc and also to see that
somebody else had problems with
loading the correct version. I could
not get the thing to work and wrote
ranting and raving letters to RAVE who

supplied it and being HAVE they
naturally never replied. I then wrote
to Amstrad who being Amstrad expressed
sympathy but absolutely no

understanding. Eventually like Ron

Hobday but much slower, I sussed that
it helps a lot if you substitute 6128
for 8256 when you load!

I used SuperCalc a great deal when I
was running my business and it is
really top-notch - the sort of program
that unbelievers and traitorous PC

users (see above) can't imagine that a

CPC can possibly handle. It's a

compliment to the CPC that such a

major company thought it worth
adapting SuperCalc for the small
machine. As for the manual it's worth
a feature all of it‘s own. I always
printed straight from the program
rather than transferring to a RP so I

don‘t think I can help Ron with his
problems.

Happy Christmas
Patrick llamlan

CHAIRMAN

RRURHORD APPRECIATION SOCIETY

P.S. Did you know that when you load
Protext from disc it asks if you have
a colour screen. If you press I for
Yes it instantly provides a screen in
fetching shades of grey!!!!!!! And

guess what happens if you press R for
No - you get a coloured screen!!!!!!!
Laugh? I nearly fell off my chair when

I first saw it.

((llade redundant by a PC have you, oh

dear, it happens to the best of us you
know. he [or those enrowous profits
you mentioned, no, they don’t erist
and I don't have a swiss bank account
(it 's in Brazil).
0k Iianlan, you’ve asked for it this

time, how dare the so called hrunword
Appreciation Society Targetted Against
dillichleaus hastardly Scheme (till/immm,

I wonder if anyone will work that one
out} have a go at me just for having
the audacity to tell the truth about
hrunword.....
..... just a minute, what was that
noise, it sounded like soft footsteps
somewhere outside ......
«Philip will return sowetiwe in the
new year when he 's, urw, shall we say,
feeling a little better -lhe hrunword
Appreciation Society largetted Against
dilliohleaus bastardly Scheme»
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G—I’AINT
GPAIIIl', is by todays standards quite chunlry in its presentation and use. I’m
afraid I have cone to know such utilities as Advanced Art Studio and illorodesign
Plus ouch core than this little gem,
little one sided.

A PICTURE CAN SPEAK

Nell,the first and most obviouse draw-
back I found with this utility was ALL

the menu options though quite, asi
say chunky in presentation, were in
German!. lirE, I can grasp the odd word
but I'm afraid only by the grace of
having some understanding of art
utilities was I able to grasp most of
the meanings of the icons‘ piccies on
the menu section. Hercifully the copy
I have here comes with an English
summary of instructions.. Pheeeew!.

You will discover however that these
are presented in program format and
are quite difficult to remember when

actually using the utility. A hard
copy of the instructions would be most

helpfull, try this little tip out to
gain a hard copy.

HARD COPY TIPS
Insert your copy of GPAINT into your
respective drive, HERGE"GPAINT.HLP"

(this is a 4k basic file]. Insert a

new blank disc into the drive you are
using and then save out the file as:
ShVE"GPAINT.llLP",a. Saving the file
out with the exstention ",a" will give
you an ASCII file format which

you can use within Protest etc to gain
a hard copy for reference purposes.

THE OPTIONS

The listing then, on reading, inforns
you that the icons sections when

clicked on give the functions described
in figure one

THE KEYS

'l'o acquire a new colour during
operation use the C key at the
required time. The copy I have here
also came with 9 char fonts. I haven‘t
tried them all out within the program

so must apologise if ny review seems a

fully, asI actually found this art
package a little bit of a strain
compared to what I'm used to using.
There was an interesting option which
I must try out though, that being, you
can load a standard 17k screen into
the prog and then using the box option
take bites out of the picture just
loaded, and then re-arrange it into
the main screen where you like. You

can keep this up until you have a

complete new picture.

FIGURE ONE

PUNKT - DRAN POINTS

LINIE - DRAW A LINE AND NOVE IT
AROUND

RANNEN ~ DNAN A RECTANGLE

BOX - DRAN A FILLED IN BOA

STIII' - CHANGE CURRENT BRUSH

HUSTER - SELECT OR CHANGE FILL
PATTERN

DISK - CALLS UP DISC OPTIONS [ESC
TO RESELECT)

LOSCREN - ERASE PICTURE

FARBEN - SELECT OR REDEPINE COLOUR

AOPIE - COPY AN AREA OP PICTURE

ARIES - DRAW A CIRCLE

SCNEIBE - DEAN A FILLED IN CIRCLE

LINIEN - DRAN IN CONNECTED LINES
STRANL - DRAN IN RATS (FROH ONE

POINT)
EULLEN < FILL IN NITH CURRENT

PATTERN AND COLOUR

INVERS - INVER'I SECTION OF SCREEN

LUPE - NAGNII‘Y SECTION OF SCREEN

S - A SUB HENU NI'IE OPTIONS

SUCH AS ROTATE/TEXT etc

THE PUBLIC DOMAIN

CLASSIC
FROM CERMANY

Nhen saving, the program saves the
pallete too, nice. The newly generated
scr-file can be called up as normal
with LOAD"<FILENAME>",ACUOD.

FINAL THOUGHTS

I have to say that compared to Art
Studio or Smart this art package sadly
lacks much. If you are after a quick
no mess art package from within the PD

scene and only have a quid or two to
spend then you'll do okay with this
one to quite a hit of worthwhile
success. Unfortunately, if it was me

I‘d save up and get sonething better.
Like Art Studio or something.

PRESENTATION = 45%

COMPATIBILITY : 60E

EASE OF USE : 55’s

OVERALL : 60’s

CONIENT: If you have a couple of quid
and are in a hurry for an art package
okay, grab a copy else hang tight and

get something better.

A SECOND OPINION

«For a beginner, d-Paint is perfect,
once you get over the language barrier
and get to understand what the
controls nean. It has all the dorsal
functions that you would erpect of an
Art Pas/rage and is, without a doubt,
the best that the public domain has to
offer. llovever, when batched against
the Advanced Art Studio, it falls down

heavily. Saying that, if you catch it
against other, so—called couercial
productions, it lays then out hands
down, even the so-called professional
versions.
So, give the progral a chance, it’s

public donain and it 's on one of the
ram Public boaaiu discs, to be
precise, P0 Disc 30))
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THE FAMOUS 5
FIVE CONTROL A GPO ART PROGRAM

There are five nethods by which you can control the computer whilst you are using
an Art and Design system, like Advanced Art Studio, Nicrohesign Plus, PowerPage
or G-Paint. I say five, there are reaIIy only four, the fifth being so designed
that it requires specialist programming to get i t to work which most programs
don't cater for. So, what's what, and which is heat of what?

THE CONTENDERS

Imagine a five cornered boxing ring. I

say this for dramatical effect only
since it seems to be traditional to
introduce contenders in the manner of
a boxing match.
Anyway, contender number one is

those little grey keys attached to the
top of the conputers. Yup, I nean key
control (I bet you thought I would
miss that one didn't you?). Secondly
comes the standard Joystick, quickly
followed by the Mouse and the
Trackball. Finally, and it's the odd
contenderI mentioned earlier, comes
the Light Pen. Let us begin.

THE KEYS

Now most Art and Design packages allow
the use of the keys. They have to do,
since all the other four lethods
aren‘t quite as accurate. This is,
probably, the only point that that
direct cursor control scores over the
others. You'll still probably find
yourself cursoring then an awful lot.

THE JOYSTICK

Itow let's be honest here. Joystick was
created for ganes playing but they can
do very well with art-pads, giving you
almost the same control over accuracy
as the cursor keys whilst giving you
some of the freedom of having a mouse.
You don‘t need to keep hanging over a

keyboard all the time. A little more
fun that the keys, but, like the
latter, terrible at freehand drawing,
excellent at more technical stuff.

IIIE HOUSE

There are two types of nouse that you
may be able to find, the Genius and
the AMI. I don't have a Genius version

soIcan't say that much about it,
except that it's a two-button affair,
with, if I've heard correctly, both
buttons wired as the sane. So,
basically, it's really only a one
button mouse with two buttons.
The other is the AAA House, which is

a true, three button mouse. This is
the one that has the most software
written for it. It operates under any
system that accepts a joystick (as
does the Genius, which means that you
can use a nouse to play games).
Anyway, for pure freehand pleasure,

the nouse is second to none. It's easy
to use (though the three buttons can
confuse on occasion, until you get
used to then) and, to be honest, it's
damn good fun. There is comes to
totally accuracy, it's a little
lacking and, for those used to the
speed of a PC Mouse, it can appear to
bea little slow, but not by that
much. The nouse scores heavily over
the others when it comes to the pure
artwork side of things. on the
downside, however, the interface is
clumsily designed and doesn't
encourage it to be a permanent
fixture.

THE ART BALL

Also known as a track ball. It's a

very large, black object, with a huge
ball 1n the middle and two large
buttons. Basically, a nouse, I

believe, is an upside-down trackball,
but it might be the other way around.
For children, the mouse can be a

little tricky, whereas as the Track
Ball is a total dream. It's big, it's
chunky and the ball makes a nice
roaring sound as it spins around. For
art-work it's usable but, in Iy

experience, not quite as usable as the
house. Purely for fun it‘s a useful
addition. IfI could find one small
enough (the one I have is huge, as I

previously mentioned), I would, in all
probability, fix it permanently to my

Austrad and use it regularly.

THE LIGHT PEN

Let's have a bit of fun and the light
Pen is fun. There are two types, the
Amstrad LP1, which fits into the
joystick port, and the Electric Art
Studio type that fits the expansion
socket. The LP1 type in ineffective,
clumsy, next to useless but, oddly
enough, can still be fun to use and
may even have some serious uses. For
artwork, however, it's useless.

Now the Electric Art Studio type is
a little different. It has the least
level of accuracy of all the different
control methods, works only with
software that was specially written
for it but, of them all, it's the most
fun. I like the idea of scribbling on
the screen, naking loads of mess and
generally playing, and then be able to
erase it and start all over again.
I suppose in the right hands it'll

probably make some very nice pictures,
but it'll take a long time to learn.
best to leave this one just for the
fun of it, and, as I said, at fun,
nothing comes near it.

THE FINAL JUDGEMENT

RCEUHCY Drawing I‘un

ARTS 10 7 5

STICK 8 6

HOUSE

ARTEALL

PE)!



MIER@E
BL@EE INN

..snout.

So here it is, the last part or’ the Microdesign t‘lass series, I hope it has given
sone aid to sonehody. It is, of course, a very thin tutorial and i do appreciate
that sone people pay still he a little lost on sone features that weren’t perhaps
so clearly nentioned. With this in nind, I 'u opening nyselr‘ up for a telephone
helpline. I will he on hand to help with Ilicrodesigni, Advanced Art Studio and
Powerpage. This will he iron iddpn - Hana, Saturdays only and at no other
tines. As other prograns are nade available to ne 1 ’11 include these in the help
line feature too.

THE REST OF IT
So what else is on the Riorodesign
disc then. Well, as well as a

collection of RD+ clip art, there are
three programs that stand out: um,
I‘ITIJSGN and lllGLOhA, but what are
they?

THE PROGRAM CALLED IN
I design around 80% of all my

Ricrodesign art within the Advanced
Art Studio before I take it across to
Ricrodesign+.l could easily do the
entire work within Microdesign+, but I
personally find the elastic and flip
features of Art Studio much faster. On

typing and entering AM, you are
presented with a glossary of file
management options. In this instance
they include:

DR FILE IARIPULATION

DISC CATALOGUE .......... F9

CHANGE DRIVE/USER ....... F8
FILE CONVERSION NERO... F7

RON MICRODESIGN......... F6
CUSTOMISE NICNODESIGN. .. F5

QUIT .................... F4

Lets break these down briefly shall
we? Disc catalogue, change drive user,
run Aicrodesign and quit, are rather
obvious Iwould have thought, sol
won‘t insult your intelligence by

giving an explanation of what these
four options do.

Customise Ricrodesigu: when using
this option, you can re-save a copy of
Ricrodesign that's been tailored to
your own requirements.
File conversion menu: this option is

the key to bringing over your Art
Studio screens (in my case anywayi).
All screens to be transferred from Art
Studio must be in standard 17kb format
or Microdesign won‘t see then. On

pressing F7 another menu greets you
with the following options:

FILE CONVERSION MEIR!

HANIPULATE ON FILE ...... F9

INVERT DR FILE .......... FA

CONVERT TEXT FILE ....... F7

CONVERT SCREEN FILE ..... F6
CONVERT STOP PRESS FILE. F5

OPTIONS MENU ............ FA

To convert a standard screen file (or
a Hultiface one for that matter, lih+

knows the difference) we would select
F6, but I'll cover the other options
in more detail first.

IANIPULATE DR FILE

This option takes any selected
Ricrodesign DR file free the chosen
drive and either stretches it or
reduces it within the screen
emulation. The current design size is
given at all times and attempting to
stretch or reduce a file beyond it‘s
limits is not allowed.

INVERT DR FILE

This option does just what it says. It
simple switches the pen and paper
colours around giving a useful
negative effect.

CONVERT TEXT FILE

This option inports text from any
standard ASCII source and modifies it
into a Ricrodesign manageable format.
I haven't used this option, so I can‘t
give much more information on it than
this, sorry. ((It worlrs -Philip))

CONVERT STOP PRESS FILE

This option, other than involving a

different set of screen files, runs
closely enough to be covered by the
Art Studio conversion in a minute or
so.

OPTIONS IERIJ

This drops you back into the MAIN nenu
as when first loaded.

So, converting a standard screen file
created by, in my case, Advanced Art
Studio, pressing F6 you are presented
with the following options:

CONVERT SCREEN FILE

DISC CATALOGUE ......... F9

CHANGE DRIVE/USER ...... F8

LOAD SCREEN FILE ....... F7

VIEN SCREEN/SET INNS... F5

CONVERT SCREEN ......... F5

OPTIONS MENU ........... F4

Once you have selected the correct
drive, you hit ii. If the screen is
already in MODE 2, you would sinply
press F5 and then save out the
converted All file when the listed
option F6 is made available. But what
if the screen is Mode l or Mode 0? You
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THE 8-BIT
PRINTER PORT

linen iimstrad designed the UPC range of count/tars they made an error of jndgenent
which bas haunted users ever since. l’lley created then with only a 7-bit printer
port. because of this, the (W was unable to control printers witb tbe aarimun
effect, unable actually to use the nice bor characters (and others bits and
pieces) residing under ASCII codes lid and above.

THE FIIISI AISIER
The first answer was to buy an 8-iiit
printer port and, at the moment, it
would still appear to be the only
answer. Hrong. Everything is about to
change, because this is going to be
the easiest modification you could
ever do to your computer.

THE B-RII PRIRIER PORT

All you have to do is connect a wire
between Pill 9 of the printer port and
Pill 12 of the PID CiiIP. PIIl 9 of the
printer port, seen from the top, is
the one with the thick track leading
from it. There are two large solder
dots on the track just below it. You

must cut between these two dots to
isolate them. In fact it looks a lot
like Figure One.

so IRAT T0 00
Just to the edge of the printer port
there should be a large block of
solder. There are actually two, about
half an inch apart. 1 don't know what

it's for, i think it just fills a

hole, certainly it looks like it.
You‘ll need to melt that out, or drill
it out to feed the cable through.

how we need to get to the underside
of the circuit board. Find the P10
chip. It's one of the two down on the
left hand side looking from above.
It should be marked TMP 8255 hP-S. 0n
the 6126 it's the top one of the two.
Found it? Good.
Turn the PCB over and identify the

location once more. The pins are
well numbered. You need to solder one
end of the wire to pin 12. Make sure
it is pin 12. I did it to pin 8 to
start with (by accident) which was
very silly of me.

Now feed the wire through the hole
you should have made, and solder it
onto iii 9 of the printer port. have

you remembered to cut that track as
well? Good. Would you believe that
that is all there is to it. You now
have an Hit printer port up and
running. All you need now is the patch
program to get it to fire up. He

problem, It's here as well. You will
need to run this every time you wish
to use the Hit port, but it's easy
enough to merge into graphic programs,
Protert and the like.

All) FINALLY

Before anyone thinks that this is the
same modification which causes the
tape switch to click on and off a

thousand times, you'd be very wrong.
PIN 12 of the P10 is the cassette
write line, not the tape on/ofi
switch. It‘s silent, effective and

very cheap. it's also very easy to do

and will work with ANY standard CPC,
be it a 464, a 664 or £16128.

Oh yes, it‘s also invisible if you
don't use the patch progran. That
means that you have the best of both
worlds, an fl-Bit port when you want

one, and a 7-bit port when you don't.

TIIE PATCH PROGRAM

TRE IACCI PRIITER PORT

170 a=PEEK(&BDZC):b=PEEK(&RDZD)
180 d=UllT(b*256+a)
190 ll“ d<>iBE00 THEN PURE ”Elm

:POKE de‘l7,b
200 FOR n=dBE00 no thElS:REhD at
210 a:VhL("i"+a$):P0iE n,a:NEiT n

220 POX}: dBEl3,0:‘allow line feeds
230 DATA CS,01,00,F6,ED,49,07,30
240 DilTh 05,01,20,F6,ED,49,0F,FE
250 um oa,2o,01,ir,c1,or
260 FORE anoza,ac3:eona IRDZC,0
270 POKE tHDZD,dBE:POKE dRD31,195
280 PDKE hBD3Z,43:POKE ”033,189
290 CALL “3058

ALSO IN TRIS ISSUE OF IACCI

Later on in this special graphics
issue of him, I'm going to go

through the method of using this port
with Protert and how to get hold of
those wonderful box characters which

you see around the TACCI pages all
the tile. The printer port graphic
below was printed direct from the
Epson Stylus 800 printer, using this
modification, without an art program
in sight. iiot bad, hey?

Philip DiRichlean

1234 7

Edge of PCB Board (Seen From Above)

91011121314151617

Solder Point (h)->

{Ki—“Hg
Cut Between These in Ilere.
Cable [1 ts to the Top One.
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PAGESETTER 6

“"MwilllSC i5
REVIEWED BY
FRANCIS

WOLFE
Pagesetter 64 is a if]! M DTP progran, it's disk only, but only Pagenaker Hus-T
works from tape (if you've never seen PAH-T, then that's probably a good thing}.
If 's floaegrown disc 15 and you can get it fro. Dave Siitson [or [3.

film!)
The progran is divided into 3 sections
selectable by a menu: the graphics
editor, the text editor and the laying
out program. He'll take then one by

one:-

IHE GRAPHICS EDITOR
The graphics editor is a simple screen
editor, allowing the loading and
saving of blocks of the screen for use
with the laying-out program. It has

line, egualateral polygon of any
number of sides (also does circles),
erase and invert features and simple
zoom and fill functions.

The polygon system is excellent but
all the other features are rather
basic. It‘s a good job that you can
load 17k screeen files to convert then
into a format usable by the LOP. You

will lose the botton five lines
because of the nenu and the screen
must be saved with the extension .BIN,
not .6011. The program cannot (to my

knowledge) import the .CUT format, but
if you have a program to save these
out as a 11k screen file you can
convert them for P564.
There is no freehand feature, so the

graphics editor is best suited to
technical drawing. The fill function
works and you can define your own

pattern. However it's very slow and
works not as if you‘ve dropped a pot
of paint on the cursor but that you‘ve
dropped a paint bomb (you'll see what
I mean). It stops when it hits a

boundary, it doesn't go round it.

IHE TEXI EDIIOII

The text editor is a simple editor for
files of up to it (the maximum that
can be displayed on a page by P564).
This also contains the font editor.
The text editor is a silple affair,

but it works. It's a bit unresponsive,
I must say. The font editor is as you
would expect, but you can add any
ASCII code from 0-127 to your text
file.

IIIE LAYING OUI BIT

This is the bit that does the actual
work. You can lay out text and
graphics and add headlines, captions
and boxes. It uses a kkHDISC system,
which can be confusing at first, but

you'll get used to it. The program
(along with the graphics and text
editors) uses a pointer system to
select options from a menu bar at the
bottom of the screen and a block
system for actually laying out your
test and graphics.
I would recommend that you plan your

page out on paper first. The system
can be a bit long winded, but it works
and you can‘t say fairer than that!
It seems that you can also change

the program itself using a Library
systen. I must admit that Ihaven't
tried this, but if any Iember manages
to do something useful then I and, I'm
sure quite, a few others would be

interested. «and so would we. [of us
all know through the pages of Fair
Consent -Phr‘11‘p))

IHAT ELSE'S OII HIE DISK TIIEI?

There's a reasonable selection of

fonts, including italic and

underlined. There are a couple of

silly pictures, not really what could
be called clip-art. There is also an
example page which shows off the
Package‘s features. The best bit has
to be the full manual in text-files,
which can be loaded into any word-

processor (but not the text editor)

PMLEISISUGGESTIOIS
I couldn't seem to load any text files
that weren't created by the text
editor into either the text editor or
the LOP; laybe some boffin could solve
this problem this, or am I just being
stupid?

An automatic box drawer would be
good as well (the boxes have to be
made up frol individual characters
selected iron the menu at the bottom
of the screen) as would the inclusion
of a .CUT converter on the disc.

listings

Text - 55%

Graphics - 74%

Laying-out - 89%

Overall- 80%

The graphics would have been around
80 per-cent if a .CIIT converter were
included.
Pagesetter 64 is well worth it,

especially if you have plenty of
time though if you only want an as

printout I'd try PowerPage 64 first.
(Oh, and thanks to the progralmer

for donating it to WACCI Homegrown)
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This header was created using the below program (almost)

If you look in the hack of your printer sauna] you say well find a diagral that
shows you lots of very interesting characters, including the wonderful double
line holes that we use within the pages of wiser. Ilow, I 've been asked, on core
that one occasion, how these graphic characters are produced. Veil, the nethod I
use operates iron within Protest, using the Hit Printer Port codification in
this issue. h’anna Irnow how? head on.

THE FIRST BIT

The first bit you need to do is work

out how to get the graphics on the
screen. The simplest way of doing this
is to use the SYMBOL conands as
listed just here. These adjust the
internal hMSTllhO character set to
aim the box characters on the
printer itself.

PMOGITAN SECTION ONE

200 SYMBOL hl‘TEil 32

210 FOR Y=1 TO 11

220 EEK!) E,E,C,D,E,E,G,M,I
230 SYMBOL M,B,C,D,E,E,G,li,l
240 MEYT l'
250 DATE 106,102,102,102,102,102,102
260 DATE 102,102,187,000,000,254,006
270 0th 230,10Z,102,102,180,102,102
200 DATE 230,006,254,000,000,000,200
290 BETA 102,102,103,09b,127,000,000
300 DATE 000,201,000,000,127,096,103
310 OKTA102,102,102,205,000,000,255
320 DATE 000,255,000,000,000,203,000
330 Oth 000,255,000,231,102,102,102
340 DATE 202,102,102,231,000,255,000
350 Oh“ 000,000,204,102,102,103,096
360mm103,102,102,102,185,102,102
320 DKTK 230,006,230,102,102,102,206
380 Ohl'h ”2,102,231,000,231,102,102
390 DATE 102,000,000,000,000,000,000

Let Ie explain what this does. It‘s
changing the character set using the
Syxbol Conund, to bake the double
line boxes appear in the screen. The

reason, incidentally, why you have

nuxbers like '000' and '096' is purely
so that you can read the data Iore
easily (and it looks good on the page)

This nethod works with the ProText
word processor because of the way

Pro'l‘ext, upon running, doesn't clear
the nenory as soae other Word

Processors do. I'm still working on a

way of getting Tasword to nanage this
trick. Mo luck so far, but I'll let
you know if I lanage it.

THE NEXT MIT

50, the conputer knows what the
characters look like, and has then
notched with the CMRS codes in the
printer. That doesn't help us very
nuch since those Cllllt nulbers are not
available iron the keyboard.
Therefore, it seems an idea to use the
function keys to sort it out.

PROGRAM SECTION "0

400 KEY 129,0Mli$(200)
410 KEY 130,Cflll$(205)
420 KEY 131,0K1l$(ll18]
430 KEY 132,CMll$(186)
440 KEY 134,0Mil3(106)
450 KEY 135,CMR$(201)
460 KEY 136,0MR$(205)
470 KEY 137,CMR$(187)

This part of the progral sets up the
function keys to create the box

characters and put then on the screen.
I bet you couldn't guess which box

character is where. I've put then
where it seels nost logical to have

then, at least to le. I'd have to
adult to being interested as to where

others night put thee.

Just in case it is obvious, here's how

I‘ve set the function keys to do the
first few sets of characters. I know

that I‘ve repeated the overline and

sidelines, but it's easier like this
when typing at high speeds.

Fifi
II II

EiJ
TME MISSING BITS

You have noticed that l'n using an
extra five characters that this little
prograling exercise doesn't have,
these being:

HH

THE MOT REALLY MISSING BITS

.LJ EJLJLFT 7F=7F
These aren't really hissing, we just
haven't put then in yet. The

SYMBOL coanand to define the
characters is included in Progran
Section one. however, because I now

intend to show you how to place these
onto the function keys whilst they're
SMITTed, so to speak, I thought I‘d
handle it separately since it's a nice
programing trick.
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EXPANDING TNE FUNCTION KEYS

If you read the CPC Nanual, you'll
find that all the Function Keys return
the same value, regardless of whether
the SHIFT or CONTROL buttons are
pressed. Yet, at the sane time, there
are, in fact, 32 so called expansion
characters. how do we assign these to
the other control key?
Glance back at Progral Section Two

and notice that I haven‘t used the
standard KEY 1,"HELLO" type of
colland. I've actually used the full
expansion command, KEY 129,"HELLD“.
They both mean the same thing. Define
Function Key 1 on print HELLO. This is
because Function Key One already has
Expansion Key 129 assigned to it, Are

you following? It doesn't really
matter if you're not, the progran will
still work quite happily.
Right, now to reset the Function

Keys so that they work better. If you
have Utopia then don‘t bother with
this bit, as Utopia sets the: up in
this manner anyway. Those computers
without Utopia haven't got this.

NOT QUITE UTOPIA THOUGH

'pre in this next section of program.
It goes in at the front of the other
bits of program, hence the line
nulbers are back at the beginning.
Another thing to notice is that the

second paraleter is always, in this
case, a '1'. This sets the Auto Repeat
function. Had it been ‘0' which is
normal, then, if you kept the button
down, the character wouldn't repeat.
Ilov it does, useful for creating the
double lines you see across the top
and bottoms of this very page.

PROGRAM SECTION THREE

10 rev oar a,1,137,149,159
zo rsv oar 4,1,134,145,155
3o rav nor 5,1,131,iAl,15i
AU rev nor 10,1,135,m,157
so no nrr 11,1,136,143,150
so not nor 12,1,133,145,155
70 on one 13,1,129,141,151
so in one 14,1,1ao,142,152
9o nor can 15,1,128,120,150
100 no nos 20,1,132,144,154

PROGRAI SECTION FOUR

480 KEY 148,0HR$(203)
490 KEY 144,CHH$(20A)
500 KEY 146,Cllll$(185]
510 KEY 142,CHH$(202)
520 KEY 145,CHN$(206)

SHIFT AND FUNCTION KEYS

IT
LJLJ
TTTT
JL

so NHAT CONES NEXT

'l'he progran needs one final addition
to get it to work correctly, though
what you have so far viii work quite
happily. For the Printer to be able to
print out these characters you need
to add in your Hit Printer Fort
program. Because there are so my
around, I can't really tell you how to
do that bit, except to lake sure that
it starts on line 500.

THE FINAL LITTLE BIT

Nhen using this as a Frotext loader,
it might be an idea to make it fire up
Protext, if you have it on NON,

directly after running the progral.
Just add this line after you've merged
in the printer port software and it‘ll
do the trick.

10000 :P

AND THAT'S THE END

Alright, I have to admit, this isn't
really the way I do it. My method is a

bit more technical, involving the
loading of a font file, a patch to
turn the border green when I press the
shift-lock and others bits and pieces.
However, this method does vork.
Incidentiy, if you wish to use these

characters in this manner vithin any
articles you send me (you don't need
to have the Printer Port attachment
for it to work on text files), then
feel free. This systea is fully
compatible to nine.

SI) MK‘ROSVS'I‘IEMS
(Dept 7.) PO Box 24, Altlchorough

Norfolk NRI7 IHI,. 'l1:|(0l953)483750
The CPC, PCW and PC Specialists.

Soflwurc:
Wide range of programs including
Business/Accounts, Payroll, Word
Processing/DTP, Damhasm, Utilities
plus a budget mnge from only ,00,
all available On I", 3.5" and .

'

AU'l'llORISI—II) LOCOMO‘I lVEl

Supplies:
Blank Discs. Lockable Boxes, Printer
Cables and Ribbons. Labels and mm-ci

NEW! 3" DRIVE REVIVER KI'I'....LI0.00
Drive hells Cleaner, DlY instructions.

Hardware:
3.5" Disc Drivc puckuges from £75.00
24 pin Colour Prinuzrs from £199.00

Disk transfer service ('PCOPCWOPC
Send a SAE for our current catalogue
stating computer type and disc size.

. ANI)
TASMANSOFTWARE RANGII‘. KIS'I'S.

OUALITY BLACK HETAL

CASE NITH EXTERNAL

PLUG-IN PSU AND CPC

CONNECTOR CABLE

68.00 QUALITY AND OUIET

NANED DRIVE AND A

POST PAID FULL ON YEAR

IN UK GUARANTEE

ANMUNCIH THE NEI FREDDY 5.5 DRINE

NIGEL CALLCUTT

ll BLAKENEY CRESCENT

HELTON HDNBRAY

LEICS. LELS 00R

SIDE SNITCN FITTED FOR A FURTHER £5.00

PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS DRIVE 16 NOT SUITABLE

AS A CPC464 'A' DRIVE - PLEASE STATED CPC TYPE
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TAPPFRS
BASIC PROGRAMS

FOR KEYBOARD

TAPPERS
WITH DAVID HALL

there ’s nothing like a good looking character set to yive your latest t'l’t
production that professional touch but rte-defining the character set using the
built-in ‘SfllBflh' conand can be a long and laborious task. the solution, you nay
say, is to use a character designing progran: after all, there are plenty of
those in the RACE! [’0 library. llouever, even this way can talte ups'ards of a

couple of hours. i'he real answer is such quicker and a lot core tun; let ne
explain ......
IT'S QUITE SMOLIC
Rhenever you start playing around with
the CPC character set, you lust first
type in, at the start of the progran
the conand :

SVIIOl AFTER 32

this conand resets to the standard
CPC character set and now allows the
definition of the whole set (chars 32

to 255). As the set is now in the RAH

we have to find out which lelory
locations it is stored in: type this:

10 PRINT "Relory location ";RIRRH+1;
"to location';HIRitR+1792

Dna standard CPCLIZB without any
added RORs, this prints ‘l‘ron 40956 To

42127' (this lay vary on a 464/664
though). So, logically, as each

character (rm 32-255) takes up eight
bytes this neaus :

Character 32 = 40956-40963

Character 33 = 40964-40971
Character 34 : 40972-40979 .etc.

THE IIITERESTTMC BIT

Row that you know: how and where CPC

character sets are stored, we can get
down to the nitty gritty. Look at the
prograns that are listed and notice
that by Ianipulating the stored
character set bytes arithnetlcally you
can get very satisfactory results with
relative ease. Note the use of RIHRH

in the prograls below instead of
specific IEIOI‘Y location nunbers: this
ensures that we have conpatihility
on ALL CPCs.

Note also how the set is reset
before re-defined (i.e., SYMBOL AFTER

32) in every progral.

CHARACTER SET F

1 ‘ Italics
10 SYMBOL AFTER 32

20 FOR t:liIREH+1 'i'0 RIRRH+1792

STEP 8

30 FOR k:t no t+1:PORB k,PBER(k)/2
:REXT

40 FOR k:t+5 1'0 tn
so a:PERR(k):IT‘ a>127 TBRR a:a—128
60 PORE k,a*2:HEXT:HEXT

CHARACTER SET A

10 SYMBOL AFTER 32

20 FOR t=MIMEM+1 TO HIMEM+1792

30 PORE t,PEER(t) ARD PEER(t)/2
40 REIT t

CHARACTER SET B

10 SYMBOL AFTER 32

20 FOR t=HIMEM+1 TO MIMEM+1792

30 PORE t,PEER(t) OR PEER(t9/2

CHARACTER SET 6
1 ‘ Inverted
10 SYMBOL AFTER 32

20 FOR t=HIMEM+1 TO RIMEM+1792

STEP 8

22 b=t+'l
25 FOR a:t TO H3
27 te=PEER(a)
30 FORE a,PEER(b)
33 PORT b,te
35 b=b-1
40 next a,t

CHARACTER SET C

10 SYMBOL AFTER 32

20 FOR t=BIMEM +1 T0 RTMEM+1792

30 PORE t,PEER(t) XOR PEER (t)/2
40 MEET t

CHARACTER SET D

1 ' SPOORY

10 SYMBOL AFTER 32

20 FOR t=BIMEM+1 TO RIMEM+1792

STEP 2

3O PORE t,PEER(t) OR PEER(t)/2
40 NEXT T

CHARACTER SET H

10 SYMBOL AFTER 32

20 FOR t:RIHEM+1 to RIHEM+1292

STEP 2

30 PORE t,PEER(t) AHD PEER(t)/2
40 MEET

CHARACTER SET I
10 SYMBOL AFTER 32

20 FOR t:RTMEH+1 TO RIMEM+1792

30 IF PEER(t)>O THEM PORE t,
PEER(t) XOR 254

AC MEET t

CHARACTER SET E

10 SYMBOL AFTER 32

20 FOR t=HIMEMt2 T0 HTMEM+1792

STEP 8

25 FOR a=t TO t:4
3O PORE a,PEER(a)/2
40 REST a,t

CHARACTER SET J
10 SYMBOL AFTER 32

20 FOR t:BIMEM+2 TO HIMEH+1792

STEP 8
'

30 PORE t,O
40 NEXT t
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along the Art and MP packages I use, this has to he the first and still the host
used and, dare I say it, even in conjunction or prior to Microdesignt Unlike
lost hl'l’ or art packages available today for the CPU, this as far as a 61217 goes,
is the best you '11 find when it cones to colour screen manipulation and colour
printing (when using Colour DulpJ}.

GET II THE FAST LAIE

The program is fast to load and just
as fast to use and it‘s limits have,
as yet, evaded me. As with most,
if not all such software, the entire
thing is driven by a Pull Down menu

systel, each nenu giving the user a

possibility of numerous SUB—MENUS

which in each case act to enhance a

particular routine being called on by
the user. A constantly up-dateable AAH

catalogue aids the running of the
filing systen nany fold.
Disc stored files can have three

optional filenanes, those being SCR,
PIC and SH which gives a wide use to
or from other art or DTP packages. The

only real draw back is that screens
must not have a length greater than
16384 bytes (4000 hex) and must have a

D offset. Basically a bill file which
has not been hardware rolled. «a
screen dulp using the nomad
ShVS”FlhElhAIK',h,lCMfl,“000 -Phi1ip))

LOADING All] SAVIIIG

Loading/saving screens to/fron disc
can be in two formats - Art Studio
conpacted or standard lltb type.
Loading Art studio compacted screens
outside Art Studio isn't easily
possible, but STAIIDARD saved screens
with Art Studio can easily be loaded
from any mode by simply typing:

CLS:10ad"((i‘ILEIIAHE>>",LCMO

As screens can be saved as 17th format
then using other screen crunching
routines is fully available to the
user. «Such as 5023 and other such
prograls iron the en hihrary -I'hilip))

IORE ARTISTIC EQUIPMENT

A fully adjustable palette Ienu is
available within the program, allowing
a varying range of coloured fill
shades. its Art Studio will save a

Palette File when prompted, re-loading
a colour screen into Art Studio, it
the palette has been clicked on, means
that exact screen recalls are not only
possible, but a great time saving idea
when it comes to palette creation.

THOSE PULL DOIII IEIUS
So what about those pull down Ienus I
mentioned earlier? The listing on the
other page shows each of the menus in
turn as viewed left to right, top row
to the botton.

OUTRODUCTION

There are nany features which run
around the above listings which, if I
had typed then out, would have meant
me having to use up too much of
WACCI's space. Host,if not all, of the
un-mentioned functions and uses should
be quite clear. If not then I can be
reached from within the hallowed
Helpline section, so have no fear
folks. If you don‘t have this program
and you have a flare as an artist then
it is well worth the cash. You won't
be disappointed I pronise you.

lonty
the snout
logging off

«The only place still selling Art
Studio is [late] Electronics, but i ’ve
had reports of trouble with then, so
they ’re not advisable. The best option
is to try llerline Serve -}’hi1ip))

k FiLe — screens

0: 93k “‘99 ‘il ~ PaLetta x
on

B Compressx‘

mnnnxour D gfgfl-Ogue
gafifigfi D SaVe file
MSHIELDB L .

maroon, I] can! me
msuom) E] merge fiLe
MTEST El Erase me

D E'nter
O filer-lame
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----uuquuu---- ----IINDOISIENU----

PRINT ......... PRINTS SCREENS NITNIN FOLLOYING CONDITIONS

DUNP SCREEN .......................... I/Y COORDS REOUIRED
DUNP NINDOH .............. YINDOY NEEDS TO EE REE-SELECTED

E-SCALE ...... SELECT PROM SETTINGS I_ DEPENDS ON SCR MODE

Y-SCALE...... SELECT FROM SETTINGS / DEPENDS ON SCR MODE

SINGLE DENSITY.........'........... ONE SYEEP OF PRINTNEAD

DOUBLE DENSITY................... TYO SYEEPS OF PRINTNEAD

SIDENAYS ......... MALES GREATER TRAN Al PRINTING POSSIELE

LEFT JUSTIEY ........
CENTRE .............. \_ PLACES SCR DUMP ON PAPER AS LISTED

RIGHT JUSTII’Y ...... /
LINE EEED ...................................... AS LISTED

SELECT PRINTER .................. OPTIONS EEING AS FOLLOYS

EPSON

ANSTRAD DNP-I
AMSTRAD DNP-ZOOU

USER-DEFINED (SEE NANUAL)

SET INNS .......... AS LISTED (INCLUDING TRANSPARENT INNS)

DEFINE NINDOIL ........... AS LISTED

LAST HINDOH. .............. RE-SELECTS LAST YINDOY

NNOLE SCREEN... PLACES YNOLE SCREEN IN A FULL YINDOY

CLEAR HINDOH ................................... AS LISTED

PASTE NODE............... ALLOYS FILE NERGING TASTING etc
EYCLUDE INNS ................................... AS LISTED

CUT L PASTE NINDOH.... COPIES SELECTED YINDOY TO NEY AREA

CUT, CLEAR L PASTE ......... CUTS YINDOY TEEN RE-PNSTES IT
RE-SACLE NINDON ....... CUT ENLARGE/SERINN SELECTED YINDOY

TILE ..... SEE FILE NENU - LOADS SAVES YINDON (CLIP) FILES
NULTIPLE.................... CAUSES LAST ACTION TO REPEAT

NONE..... SELECTS SUE-NENU TO ALLOY NIRROR L FLIP EFFECTS

----FIllIENU----
SET INNS .......... AS LISTED {INCLUDING TRANSPARENT INNS)

SOLID PILL ............... PILLS IN YITN SELECTED INN

OVER PILL ........ SCREEN PASTING IN SOLID OR PATTERN FORN

- - - - FILE NENU - - - - TEXTURED EILL,. ....... AS FILL EXCEPT YITR PATTERN

HASH TEXTURE ................. SIMILAR TO OVER FILL

CATALOGUE DISC [A] [D] ................... OPTIONAL DRIVES PATTERN EDITOR............ ALLOYS USER TO [IE-DEFINE ICONS

PALETTE .......... SAVE/LOAD PALETTE - TICR/UN-TICR TO USE

CONPRESS.... I SAVE/LOAD COMPRESSED FILE - TICR/UN-TICR - - - - IAGNIFY NENU - - - -
LOAD TILE... ....... ALLOYS LOADING AFTER SETTINGS MADE

MERGE FILE ....... FILE NERGING {SEE PASTE MODE - YINDOYS} NAG A2 ........... NAGNIFIES AREA TINES I PER CURRENT NUDE

ERASE FILE ..... CREATES A EAR FILE FOR LAST FILE RECOVERY NAG X4. . .. .. NAGNIFIES AREA TIMES I PER CURRENT NODE

ENTER EILENANE........ AS OPPOSED TO CLICKING - LOAD FILE NAG R8 ........... NAGNIFIES AREA TIMES E PER CURRENT MODE

ALSO DISPLAYS - COORDS, IZ/ I4, IE, MAGS, GRID (ON/OFF}

- - - - COLOUR PALEITE NENU - - - -
----TEXTIEIll--—-

CYCLE ........ CYCLES CURRENTLY USED INNS EETYEEN SETTINGS

NOTATE .................................. SIMILAR TO CYCLE SET INNS.......... AS LISTED (INCLUDING TRANSPARENT INNS}

COPY ....... COPYING OP COLOUR CYCLES OR ROTATION SETTINGS LEFT T0 RIGHT.............. SET TENT TO STANDARD PRINTING

STANDARD.......... CONPLETE PALETTE RE-SET FROM ANY POINT DOHNNARDS.......... SET TENT TO DOENYARD PRINTING

UNDO .......... RESTORES PALETTE SETTINGS BEFORE MOVING ON RORNAL HEIGHT ............................. AS LISTED

VIEH ..... DISPLAYS PULL SCREEN IN CURRENTLY SELECTED INNS DOUDLE HEIGHT ...... ....... AS LISTED

NENU........... RETURNS USER TO DESIGN SCREEN NUDE IN USE TREDLE HEIGHT .................................. AS LISTED

SPEED .................... SETS CYCLE OR ROTATE SPEEDS SPACING ...... SETS NEY SPACES EETYEEN EACN TEIT CNARACTER

BORDER ....................... ALLOYS EORDER [NR SELECTION SIDEHAYS ....................................... AS LISTER

HOLD...................... DOUBLES CURRENT FONT TRICNNESS

- - - - PAINT NENU - - - - ITALIC ............... TURNS CURRENT FONT INTO ITALIC FDRN

FONT EDITOR................... SELECTS FONT DESIGN OPTION

SET INNS.......... AS LISTED {INCLUDING TRANSPARENT INNS}
PEN .............. ALLOYS USER TO CHOOSE FROM 15 PER TYPES - - - - SHAPES NENU - — - -
SPRAY CAN ......... ALLOYS SELECTION OF SPRAY IN .7 SPEEDS

DRUSN ...... ALLOYS USER TO CNOOSE FROM 15 ICONS IN NENORY SET INNS.......... AS LISTED (INCLUDING TRANSPARENT INNS}

PATTERN EDITOR............. ALLOYS ICONS TO DE RE-NODELED POINTS............. PRINTS POINTS IN CURRENT INN SELECTED

LINES ................ DRAYS LINES IN CURRENT INN SELECTED

- - - - IIISC NENU - - - - CONT LINES. ................. DEANS CONTINUOUS LINES

NECTANGLES., ........ DRAYS RECTANGLES IN CURRENT INN

DEDO........... ALLOYS USER TO RESTORE LAST SCR IN MEMORY RAYS............. DRAYS RAY LINES FRON CURRENT POINT

VIEN SCREEN ............ VIEY PARTIALLY OR FINIS/IED SCREEN CIRCLES................. DRAYS CIRCLES FROM CURRENT POINT

CLEAR SCREEN. .............................. AS LISTED FILLED CIRCLES... DRAYS FILLED CIRCLES FRO/l CURRENT POINT

PROTECT INNS...... ALLOYS PIXEL OVER-LAYING TO TARE PLACE ELLIPSES .................. DRAYS OVALS FRON CURRENT POINT

GRID LOCK...................................... AS LISTED PILLED ELLIPSES.... DRAYS FILLED OVALS FRO/l CURRENT POINT

INPUT DEVISES. ...... SETS USER FUNCTIONS AS REOUIRED ELASTIC............. ALLOYS SNAPE SANDING TO EE PERFORMED

SAVE NEH COPY. . ..
VERSION RUNNER...

SAVES OUT A MODIFIED PERSONAL COPY

........................ DISPLAYS SAID (( 1 Late It when I get a spare line like this -PA1'11‘p ))
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oerPagc
lldvanced Publishing and Resign Sgsten

EXPLAINED BY

MALCOLM BRABBIN

PART ONE

Dl’P packages are a well known and essential element in the serious computer
huff's suite of programs, and for many years the scene has been dominated by such
goodies as Stop Press and a few lesser lrnown ones, usually a sort of enhanced
word processor, Ilow prepare to be amazed by the difr'nitive tutorial on the
(relatively) new kid on the block, POI/SHAH 5128

IllTllO

PowerPage 6128 is the best thing to
hit the CPC range of computers since
sliced bread or perhaps in Philip‘s
case ‘sliced turnips‘.
Yhile designed to work with a CPC

6128, it will also work with an
erpandedCPCtbl with a disc drive.
The program allows the user to
produce professionally looking hand

bills, news letters, fanaines etC.
Unlike it‘s predecessor, the 64k

version, PPOIZU will recognise high
capacity drives and indeed runs off a

Romdos UZO forlat disc which means
that you can store your main
PowerPage programme, cut art and fonts
all on the sane disc. With the
original version of PowerPage there
wasalot of disc swapping and if
you failed to swap the disc at
critical moments, the programme would
crash and you could lose hours of
work. YithPowerPage 6128 this does
not happen every time you accessa
font or piece of cut art and then
return to the lain programle.

FIRST STEPS

So let‘s start to use the
program, but first a word of
warning! PP will work quite
happily with lost Rons but dislikes
the Sultiface 11 so it is advisable to
make this invisible to the programme
by pressing the red button and then
[R] for return. having done this
RUII'UISC'. Aftera few Iomeuts the
PowerPage title screen will appear
with the invitation to PRESS SPACE. To

this and a menu screen will appear.
Highlight the POULRPAGR 6128 option
and press [COPY]. The screen will
clear and after a short while you will

be presented with the PP working
screen. On the bottom of the screen
are the words TEXT-BLOCY—PAGE-FILES

and SETTINGS. Text to this are the x,y
co-ordinates of the cursor and the
programme name. If you hold down

[CONTROL] and hit the left and right
cursor keys you will see that each

option is highlighted in turn.
Now type a few lines on the screen

and you will see that it works just
like a word processor with word wrap
at the end of the line. It is
indeed possible to use the programme
like this but pages and pages of
single line text would be rather
boring to use so during this tutorial
I hope to show you how to produce a

really smart looking finished product.

TEXT STYLES

It is possible to have more than one
text style in a document without
loading ertra fonts and this is
controlled using the SETTINGS and
TEXT STYLE menus. Using [CONTROL]

and the right cursor keys, move

across the menu bar until SETTINGS

is highlighted and press [COPY] and
the settings menu will appear. Use the
up cursor until you have highlighted
TEXT STYLE and press [COPY] once
more and this menu will appear. Use up
or down cursors until the option you
require is highlighted. The options
are bold, thin, italic, and
underline. For now highligstOLU.
You will see if you press the right
cursor key that a tick appears
next to the style you require. If you
press the right cursor again the
tick disappears. when the tick is
present it means the option is
selected. Press [COPY] and you will be

returned to the working screen. If you
type away again you will see that
everything on the screen is in bold
type. This may seen a_ long way to do

things and there is a short cut.
Type half a sentence on the screen
and press [CONTROL and X] and the
style menu appears on the screen.
Use the style menu as before and you
will find that the new text style
is picked.

TIDYING UP

By now the screen will be getting
rather cluttered so we will now use
the PAGE menu to clear the screen.
Using [CONTROL] and left and

right cursor keys, highlight the
PAGE menu and press [COPY]. You will
then be presented with the PACE

menu. The option we are interested in
is CLEAR so using the up cursor key,
highlight the CLL‘RR option and press
[COPY]. You are then presented
with a further menu asking whether
you are sure. Highlight [Y] and press
[COPY] again and the screen will
clear.

HEADLINES

lie are now going to put a headline on
the page. After all in every
document there is a headline of some

sort or the other.
First of all access the SETTINGS

menu as before but this time highlight
the TEXT SIZE option and press [COPY].

You will then see a list of possible
text sizes on the screen. These are
expressed as two numbers separated by
a comma. The normal text size such as
you are reading now is 1,1. It you
picked 3,3 as the size this would mean

that the text would be twice as high
and as twice as wide as the
standard size' text. In theory you can
have the headline as large as you want
but the larger it becomes the more
blocky it appears on the print out.
In practice 2,2 is the ideal size for
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the main headline. The headline will
be in any text style you may have

previously chosen. Later on we will be

discussing importing different fonts
including special headline fonts. You

can have the headline in these fonts
as well. '

So highlight text size 2,2 and press
[COPY] and you will be returned to
the PP working screen. Position the
text cursor in the place you require
your headline to start and type it
in. You will see it appear on the
screen. It will take a bit of
practice to get it into the right
position but if you get it wrong
the first time you can use the
[DELETE] key to erase what you have

put on the screen and start again.
Don‘t forget to return to the text
size menu when you have completed
your headline to return to the normal
text size (1.1).

You can now take a break from

reading this tutorial and produce a 43

line text file using your favourite
word processor. Nhile PowerPage will
import a Protext file, if you are
using any other word processor you
must save it out as an ASCII text
file, although Tasword does this
automatically.

TEXT LAYOUT

You should now have a text file
prepared so we are ready to import the
text onto the page. First of all we

have to access the SETTINGS nenu and

use the sub-nenus FLOI and AUTOFLOI.

These are as follows, taken from the
PowerPage advanced instructions.

AOTOFLOI

This is used to make text
automatically avoid graphics within
the margins. For exaxple, if you had

placed a piece of clip art on the page
and wanted the text to flow around it,
you would use this option.
Autoflow can either be off or set

with a specified value (e.g. 7). This
value is the number of pixels that
will be left in-between the graphics
and your text.

FLOl CONTROL

This determines how the text is laid
out within the margins. The options
are as follows:
NONE: Then no flow control is
selected, the text is simply placed on

the page. Of course, words are not

split between lines, but no extra
formatting is introduced.
JUSTIFY: Note that both nargins
(left and right) are straight, as

spaces have been placed in-between
words to achieve this effect.
JUSTIFY/CENTNE: Justify/Centre is
almost the same as the Justify option
(described above), but the last line
of every paragraph is centred (as
opposed to Justify, where it is
simply placed on the page). This
is good for posters, advertisements
etc.
CENTNE: This simply centres the text
in the middle of the two margins. Very
useful for display work and captions,
but of limited use otherwise.
NIGNT JIJSTIFY: with this option,
spaces are added at the left of each
line so that only the right margin is
straight. Useful for lists, tables
etc.
If Justify or Justify/Centre is

selected, the next option also comes
into use. The settings which are used
most commonly for columns of text are
Justify and None.
JUSTlFY STYLE: This applies only if
the flow control is set to Justify or
Justify/Centre. The options are IOND

and LETTER: Nerd inserts the extra
spaces to justify text between words,
whereas Letter inserts this space
after each letter. In general, Nord

produces the better-looking results.
Access the SETTINGS menu and when

that appears highlight the AUTOFLOI

menu and change the value from 0 to 4.
This is quite enough when dealing with
straight lines but you lay find when

flowing text around graphics you have
to increase this value considerably.
Access the SETTINGS menu again,
highlight the FLOI menu and choose
JUSTIFY and press [COPY]. Ne are now

ready to place our text on the page.

LAYING IT OUT

Because some printers can't print to
the very bottom of the page and
because when we get to print an A4

page the work screen is longer than
the page we will put a line near the
bottom of the page to stop the text
flowing at this point.

To do this access the PACE menu and

pick BOTTOM and press [COPY] This will
take you to the button of the screen.
Strictly speaking there is no need to

access the page menu every time as
there are key presses which allow you

to move the page from within the work

screen. [CONTROL-H] moves to the
bottom of the page. [CONTROL—T] moves

to the top of the page. [CONTROL-D]

moves down one screen and [CONTROL-ll]

moves up one screen. [love the cursor
about one third of the way up from the
bottom of the screen and to the left
hand side and press [COPY]. Nith the
right cursor key move the cursor to
the right hand side of the screen and

you will see a line being drawn across
the screen. Then you get to the right
hand side of the screen press [COPY]

again and this turns off the line
drawing facility. Now move to the top
of the page again [CONTROL-U]

Make sure that the cursor is at the
top of the screen and access the TEXT

uenu. You will see that you have three
options-IAHGle-NEADLINE LAYOUT and
TEXT LAYOUT. Highlight IANGINS, press
[COPY] and the screen will clear and

you will be left with a margin line at
the right and the left of the screen.
As was said earlier there is nothing
more boring than reading pages and

pages of single column text so we are
going to place our text file in 2

columns. If you hold the right and

left cursor you will see that the left
margin will move. If you hold down

[SHIFT] at the same time the movement

is sore rapid. If you hold down left
and right cursor with [CONTROL] the
right margin will move in the same

way. Once again combined with [SHIFT]
the movement is more rapid.
Move the left margin to a position

between 0 and l on the text rule at
the bottom of the screen and move the
right margin to 3 3/4 on the text rule
and press [COPY]. Access the TEXT menu

again. Highlight TEXT mom and press
[COPY]. The screen will clear and you

then press [COPY] again. You will he
asked for the nane of the text file
you want to import. If you don‘t
specify an extension, the programme
autolatically assumes an extension of
”.TXT" and it is good practice to save
text files with this extension.
However you may use any extension you

require. If you have saved a text file
with no extension at all don't forget
to conclude your name with a full
stop. For example if the text file you
have saved is called LETTER when the
prograue asks for a file name you
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nust input "Larisa". The progralne
will work out if it was a Protext
file or an ASCII file. All being well
you will see your text file appearing
on the page within the margins you
have defined. Hake a cup of tea or
pour out a can of beer while you are
waiting for your file to ilport.
Hheu you get to the line you put on

the screen ilporting will stop and

using the up cursor and [SHIFT] you
have to love the text cursor to the
top of the screen and press [COPY].

You will see your nargins appear again
so love the left hand margin to
position 4 1/4 and the right margin to
position 7 1/2 and press [COPY]. Your

text file will then continue to be

ilported between the new margins. If
your text file happens to be longer
than the page unfortunately you will
have nowhere to put the rest of the
file and you cannot proceed any
further and the only thing to do is to
reset the colputer and start again. If
your file has fitted you will be left
with the last few lines of your text
file in a window at the botton of the
screen. Press [TAB] and these lines
will be added to the screen and you
will be returned to the main PowerPage
working screen with your text neatly
placed between two Iargius. One

advantage with PPhIZB is that the page
you are working on is held in IeIory
and will survive a soft reset
[CTllL/SHIPTIESC] so if your text file
doesn't fit and everything grinds to a

halt just do a soft reset and re-run
the PP disc without turning the
conputer off. I have even done me
word processing and then re-run the
disc and the page was still in IeIory.
Hell that's the text layout finished

with so you lay as well clear the
page. You should know how by now. He

will now look at the graphic
capabilities of PowerPage.

SHAPHICS

One instruction you have already set
is the one to draw a line i.e.[COPY]
to fix start of line, Cursor keys to
draw the line in any direction, [COPY]

to finish line. The following is taken
once again from the PowerPage
introduction instructions.
Graphics are drawn by moving the

cross-hair cursor around using cursor
keys (with SHIPT for added speed) -
unless you have selected a nenu, of

course! If you try to move off the top
or bottom of the screen, then the area
of the page viewed will scroll up or
down. helenber that when you start
off, you are viewing the top 24 lines
of the page: to access the lower 49

lines, move the cursor past the bottom
of the visible screen.
Pressing TAH will plot a dot at the

current cursor position. If you want
to draw a line, love to one end of it,
and press COPY: you can then move to
the other end and press COPY again. its

you nove, the line appears as it would
when fixed: this technique is known as
"rubber-banding".
Drawing rectangles is also possible

using this technique, by pressing
SHIFT and COPY together rather than
silply COPY. Or, to draw an ellipse or
circle, use SHIFT and THE. To fill an

area in, press Gilli-TAB, or (for
faster operation) CTTL-P if you have a

664, 5128 or Plus - do NOT try to
select this option if you have a CPC

464.
Your current co-ordinates are shown

at the bottom of the screen, and you
can select the fill pattern you
require by accessing the SEIIIHGS

menu.

IIIPORTIIIG CLIP ARI

One of the Iain attractions of
PowerPage is its capabilities in
ilporting clip art onto your page.
There are many discs of clip art in
the public domain including several in
the HACCI library. Place your disc
containing your clip art into the
drive and access the FILE menu and

highlight the LOAD option and press
[COPY]. Hhen the sub menu appears
highlight the CLIP ARI option and

press [COPY] again. You will then be
asked for the file name of the clip
art that you wish to load. If you
don't specify an extension the

program automatically assures one of
'.Clll'. It will however except another
extension and this can be useful if
you have clip art for several
different purposes on the disc. I an

secretary of the local tenants
association and also the scouts so my

clip art has extensions of 'JEII' and
'.SCT' . [then looking through a screen
inllof files this makes it alot
easier to find the one you want. If
the progralne has accepted your file
name the menu will vanish and a square

will appear on the screen. This square
is the area that your clip art will
fill and can be moved about the screen
by the cursor keys. If you move it off
the bottom of the visible screen the
screen will scroll down. Hhen you are
happy with the position of your clip
art, press [COPY], and the clip art
will appear on the screen.
If you haven‘t got any clip art it

is quite simple to create your own

using an art package such as GPAIHT or
taking pieces of loading screens
providing they are in node 2. There is
a facility to convert node 1 screens
to mode 2 which will be explained in
the part of the tutorial which deals
with the utilities on the disc. Just
to practise load up your art programme
and draw a house in node Z. This need
not be very artistic as we are just
going to demonstrate how it works, a

square for the walls with a triangle
on top for the roof will do. Don't
lake this too large although you
should be able to shrink it with the
reduce option on your art package. You

are looking to make something about
one eighth of the screen size. When

you are happy with it save it out as a

file with a '.SCR' extension as this
is the one which PowerPage uses with
screens. Hhen doing it this way I
usually call them 'SCREEII.SCH' as they
will be erased when I have recovered
the clip art off then.

--oooOOOooo--

This is the end of Part 1. (More to
cone next month]

—-oooOOOooo--

NATURAL BREAK

this seemed lilre a good place to end
the first half of this very
ooaprehensive tutorial, and to suggest
that you go back to the beginning and
read it all again!
In fact it’s probably impossible to

take it all in in even one or two

readings, and realistically, you need
to have the prograb to hand to work
through the instructions step by step.
You just can’t beat the hands on

approach with such a coupler and
detailed set of instructions such as
this is.

..... to be continued
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You are in the hands of

13 station Place, [Ionic/I
Ialsall, lest lid/ands, '33 [PM

Pelee/lone : 0792!mm

Augie Ilardninlr

Hell I have to say 1' t um DOME l'lo'GA'Il

last nonths nag uas the best yet I
even read it twice/.’ Congratulations
to Junty for his excellent series on
Microdeslgu nayhe I ’11 even have a go!
One of our neuhers uanted to Anny the
best tine to phone, well all I can say
is anytiae really if I can answer it I
will, but if l’n feeding you know who

then you will have to try again.

FOR SALE

The £200.00 PACKAGE!!! which includes
some of the following.
Two CPC 6120‘s, One CPC 464,
One CTM 644 Monitor
454 Manual, 6120 Manual
Assorted Mags x20

SEE ISSUE 105 FOR FULL LIST

I would prefer to sell items together
PLEASE COMTACT: Brian Mharton TEL:

01293-530150 Mon, Med, Fri, Sat 7-10pu

SINCLAIR USERSH

Looking for old games, books etc. I al
selling then cheap frou 20p to £ 4.50
WRITE TO: PMILLIP, 35 Fairle Birch
Green, Skelenersdale, Lancs. M00 611G.

FOR SALE:
Rombo Ronbox £ 20.00
Nirvana Mom £ 10.00
05000 Tom 15 5.00
All include postage PLEASE COMTACT:

Doug Mebb, 4 Lindsay Drive, Charley,
Lancs Pkl 20L TEL: 01257-411421.

FOR SALE:
CPC 6128 c/w Colour Monitor £ 55.00
Multiface Two £ 5.00
5.25" Disc Drive with PSO £25.00
5.25" A 3.5" drive with PSU £45.00
Ronbor with protext Pom £ 25.00
lionbox, Protext, Prospell, Promerget

Rodos L Podos extra 1 45.00

Joystick £ 3.00
Light Pen 15 10.00

SOETEAME as follows:
Cbasic Compiler-Digital Research £0.00
MAP Ledger-PCT Integrated Acc's £0.00
CPC/PCT Brainstorm £5.00
CPC/POM Electronic Card Index £5.00
CPC/PCP Scratchpad Plus £5.00
Blank 3" Discs ea £1.00
20 Games on Tape £6.00

Electronic Music Utility £5.00

Pyradev £5.00
The Anilator £5.00
The Graphics Adventure Creator £5.00
Various Games on disc ea £2.00
Mini Office II £5.00
MOPS Camel Micros A Discoverya £5.00
Protest £5.00

Prospell £5.00
Money Manager £5.00
Tasprint £5.00
Pagelaker Deluxe £3.00

BOOMS as follows:
Uacci Issues 23-92 £5.00
50 Mags inc A.A., A.C.U., Amtix A

CPC Domain £5.00.
Dynanic Games for the Amstrad £3.00
Basic Programming 0n the Amstrad £4.00
The Anstrad Olnibus £4.00
Amstrad Micro Guide £1.00
The Anstrad CPC Disc System £4.00

ALL THE ABOVE AME PLUS POST AMD

PACKIMG PRICE ABE FLEXIBLE PLEASE

CONTACT: Keith M Jones, 57 Cliff Road,
Morlebury, Meston Super Mare,
Somerset. B522 9ST TEL: 01934-118000.

FOR SALE:

E01 Drive with cable for 6120 Plus
£ 25.00

20 3" Discs AMS 1 MAX £ 1.00 ea
Joystick 1. Mouse splitter 1' 1.00

Disc Games as follows:
Pobozone, Dark Fusion 13 1.50 ea
Time A Magic £ 1.50
Tape Games Boxed sets as follows:
The In Croud ( 511 Games) I 1.50
Elite (Gold Edition) £ 1.00
Morth A South (2 tapes) £ 1.00

MnRKEI
srnLL

Tape Games as follows:
Trantor, Metheruorld, Gauntlet 1,
Gauntlet II, Tile Scanner, Darkman,
Renegade 111, Shinobi, Turrican 11,
Shadow Dancer. 50p each.
ALL MITM MAMUALS MMETE APPLICABLE. 011

£50.00 TME LOT. ALL PLUS P1P.

PLEASE COMTACT: Bill Young 24,
Mambledon Ave, Marden Earl Estate,
North Shields, Tyne E Mear. 01730 3MT

TEL: 0191-2110-1030 Anytime.

FOR SALE:

Alstrad CPC Software/gale: all
boxed/cased with instructions.
Disks as follows:
Mini office II £ 10.00
Mind Stretchers Colpilation t 7.00
Heroes Compilation £ 10.00

Supreme Challenge £ 10.00

Soccer Stars £ 5.00

Tape compilations as follows:
They sold a Million £ 3.00
Champions £ 1.50

Dizzy Collection £ 3.00
Silicon Dreals £ 5.00
Loads more gales to choose from also
C54 stuff. Please send SSAE for
details to Miss C. Murlock, 0c Mallet
Court, Hestcliff-on—Sea, Essex 550 m

IAITS

Steve Battle lants:
Mouse and interface for CPC 5120 Plus
PLEASE COMTACT Steve on 0113-2060462

evenings.

Silon lucas lants:
”I-PRESS" and Brunword MMlIl on Tom

for a Christmas pressy reasonable
price paid.
PLEASE COMTACT Silon on 01B1-979—5250

Sajit Mussain Innis a cheap 6120

keyboard PLEASE COMPACT Sajit on 0121-
127-0117.
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ITEFI INTERUIE
VlCTllTllZlflGo-

JOflT‘I’ JONES.
That ghoulish deordr'e character Jonty we have a]! cone to know and Jone is the

lie is the new Page Graphics designer and ansubject for this nonth's torture.
ercellentIy chosen victin considering this issue is an art and design special.
I set out to find out what exactly is his role in WC].

SOIE BACKGROUND INFO

Jonty has been around the CPC for a

while. In that time he has edited a

paper fanzine that then metamorphosed
((Soueone’s got a new thesaurus ~10)
into a discaine, become a diva with an

art pad and is now working for HhCCI.

I could sun him up saying that the
Ghoul, for that is his pseudonym, is a

100 per cent loveable idiot, but I'll
let you make up your own minds.

IACCI) then did you first take an
interest in drawing and how have you

developed your talent since?

Jonty) Hell believe it or not it all
began whemI was five years old. It
was infant school and a competition to
draw the tin soldier. My drawing
actually walked it! I lost interest in
that sort of drawing though when years
later I figured out that the tin
fella‘ sacrificed hilself. Ballerinas
don't do it for me though.

I) how and why did you choose your
style of drawing as opposed to any
other?

J) In the beginning my style, as you

put it, was in fact serious (art),
but by the age of eight or ten I grew
bored with this and noved over to a

more relaxed cartoon style.

I) what advice would you give anybody
starting drawing or doodling either by

hand or on a computer?

J) To begin with draw simple things
such as birds. They‘re really easy to
do, a couple of slanted "Cs " to get
the full body and then just by adding
two Slall circles one inside the other

and a sideways "V" for the beak. There

you have it, the easiest bird to draw.
Of course with finches colour helps.
Draw with feeling and details follow
soon after. We all have our own unique
way of drawing - we simply have to
find it. Most of all relax, what may

not be art to you is to someone else
out there.

I) That art packages do you use and
would you advise using different ones
for separate tasks?

J) I use three packages as it happens.
For my work in OTTO I use Advanced Art
Studio. Tor CPC South West I also use
PowerPage «rage at last—hiehard».
Last but not the least, for my work in
lthCI I use Advanced Art Studio and

Hicrohesign Plus.

hdvice'.‘ Hmmn. Find a package that
does what you want it to do, it helps
if the screens etc. can be ported over
to other packages, too. You know what

you want to do so go with that. I wish
someone would make an art package that
could draw a decent cup of coffee,
nine tastes foul.

I) You used to be the editor of litter
Dark, the paper then disczine. Why did
you merge it with Nicholas Campbell‘s
OTTO and not carry it on yourself?

J) lifter Dark was growing faster than
I could keep up with. Many, no all,
the other things I wanted to try in
the scene were being left behind and I
was beginning to alienate my friends.
Nicholas Campbell sent a request for a

copy of All) one day and he mentioned
that he was starting a disczine so I
asked him for a copy. llhen I ran OTTO

#1, even in the early stages, I could
see that it had all the qualities of
MD. I saw a way of keeping h/D alive
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in some respects, I made the offer to
Nick and he jumped at the chance. The

rest is history.

I) How did the role of HACCI Page
Graphics Designer arise and why did
you take it on? '

J) I telephoned Tigger one day to
check if the type faces he had
requested from me for HACCI had
arrived safely, they had. I, not
liking the old camera, had also taken
the liberty in supplying a cartoon
self-portrait.’l'igger asked how long it
had taken me to draw it, around twenty
minutes or so. A short time later he

said that he needed someone who could
draw in MicroDesign Plus at a minute's
notice anything he might request. Did
I know anyone who night fit the bill?
I thought about it for about ten
seconds and gave him the answer we

both knew I was going to give.
Why? Who wouldn't have taken it?

I) Hhat exactly does the WACCI job
entail? Do you do all the article
headers, or just the series (such as
this one), and what about graphics
within the page, or adverts, or is
your role still in its early days?

.1) Well to begin with I‘m sometimes
given a crude doodle or blank square
[never a blank cheque though!) with
which I have to base my sizes and
artwork on. I draw my way what I see
to be what‘s been requested, it gets
posted off in a few days and then it‘s
down to His 'Iigger-ship to drop, alter
or run what I send. I send a lot more
than people will ever know or see, but
this is par for the course. It‘ll be a
while yet before I could begin to
consider my role as being anything
beyond early stages, as much as Tigger
likes my style. I have to get used to
what HDCCI wants of me, but given time
we‘ll work in unison.

I) how do you come up with and how

long does it take to produce a header,
or any other items you work on?

J) Sometimes when I have a base to
work from, ie, a doodle, the ideas are
already in motion. Tiles when I have
to work from my own imagination then
it can take anything from ten minutes
to three hours to find the right spell

to weave. I sometimes find that if I
run a nice warm bath and relax just
letting my single brain cell run riot
playing back that wonderful warm West

Sussex accent in my emptying head that
quite often something will pop up
through the steam. And, as you know,
Angela, I also have to juggle my

single brain cell between drinking
profuse amounts of coffee and
remembering not to telephone you
before two o‘clock as you'll still be
in bed.

I) Does any of your work go into
slideshows, PD or the like?

J) A lot of anything I do simply gets
sent to that great electronic void in
cyber—heaven we fleshies call a re-
set. Hut sometiles if I'm feeling kind
and Morph, my 6128, isn't arguing with
my HoneySoft HOHboard I save off bits
'n' bobs and compile a slide-show.
In fact I've recently sent you two

efforts - one being the Comic Cuts
slide Show 18+ and my latest effort
The Ghoul‘s Art Studio Animation Demo,
both of which are available from MD.
(Is that plugged enough for you my

dear?) ((I'nat’ll do nicely -.l)).

I) In issue 106 you seemed to be in
for a lot of criticism about the work

you have done. How do you explain the
situation to those people?

J)I test print everything before
sending items to Philip. I didn't like
those type faces used in issue 105,
but they were just samples which were
to be improved. ilhen I saw which of
those Philip had used my heart sank.
Not only had Philip used one of the

rough sets, he had used the worst of
the bunch. After that I immediately
set about creating a new set for issue
106 and also some headline graphics
(see pages 3, 12, 13, 14, 20, 26 and
30 of last issue).

I was looking forward to receiving
my copy of 106, but upon reading the
attacks on me by the readers in PC my

thoughts have changed. If I do

something wrong or offend anyone I

accept any/all blame and punishments.
The use of low grade typefaces is

beyond my control, as I‘m not the
editor. hny members who feel I'm not

living up to the reputation built up

by Philip are only too welcome to take
over my position and try to do better.
I would appreciate anyone wanting to
have a dig at me to check out the
facts and take into consideration who

the editor is.

l) Hhat can people do if they have a

problem with an art package?

J] Anyone who wishes to telephone me

for D‘I'P or art assistance are quite
welcome to do so. fly number and

appropriate times can be found under
the help-lime, but please stick to
those times only - I have five bairns.

I) Has it always been your ambition to
do this sort of work on a magazine or
is it something you just fell into?

J) In the beginning I wanted to be a

male porn star but as I grew older
some of my bits grew bigger and other
bits just stayed as they were, so I

decided to become a cartoonist.
Honestly now, it has been a dreal of
mine to become a cartoonist for a long
time. If WhCCI exists I'll be there
for it as long as it wants me,that is.
«of course we do —P)). but of course
as my catch phrase states, ”I'm out
there somewhere!!... Try looking
around you might find me!!!..."

DUIHO

Thanks Jonty and good luck with the
job. llext Ionth will be that Scottish
delight, Peter Campbell. 1': safe
saying that, Philip can‘t change the
order around because he hasn’t got any
more interviews from me yet. lo doubt
he will do his utmost to prove me

wrong though «I 'm working on it -P)).
Angela Cook, getting my.
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WISHLIST
ERNIE

REVIEWS

I suppose it had to cole sometime,

SJ). MICROSYSTEMS
PAGEPUBLISHER

the wish list manager reviewing for [MCI
khen Philip (our editor) sent me this Desk Pop Publishing package from so
flicrosystels and asked me to get it reviewed asap, I thought, well, who is going
to he the lucky member this time? having a little time on my hands I gave the
manual and disc a quick scan. That was my first and only mistake I think. I was

now hooked.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS

Page Publisher looks like any other
desk top publishing program for the
CPC, particularly Stop Press, but
there the similarity ends. I, for one,
do not find Stop Press user friendly
(maybe that‘s because I'l a

Hicrodesign plus fan) and I can't
abide the slowness of the printing on

ly Panasonic 24 pin printer from Stop
Press. Fortunately there are no hang

ups in this area with Page Publisher.

THE IRIUEI IORD

The manual is easy to follow and for
its content I foundthe 14 pages and a

leaflet explaining the extras on side
two of the disc fully colprehensive.
Page Publisher offers excellent text
handling facilities, including word

wrap, column forlatting and

justification. You can select from
three default fonts for your pages and

change these with fonts from the disc
or any fonts with the extension fat,
of which there are many.

GRAPHICS (PAGE, SCREEN I IIIDOIS)
(that about the graphics then? You have
a choice of 10 pens, 50 brush
patterns, sprays, fills, shapes
(lines, boxes, circles elipses etc).
These are all selected fr0l the paint
pot icon. windows are definable from
the scissor Icon which seems to make

sense to me, as is the Copy window,
left and right reflection l top
reflection (you light call this mirror
ilage if it lakes it clear to you). I
like the Rotate feature which will be

invaluable for printing disc labels.
90, 180 and 270 degrees are all
catered for.

On top of all that you can invert
and clear contents with easy. In fact
all the points that I have lention are
very fast to operate but you can slow
the cursor if its to fast for you.

PRINTERS (9 PIII I 24 PII)
One of the best features is the fact
that Page Publisher caters for 24 pin
printers (unlike Stop Press which is
designed for 9 pin only and (10+

requires the Page Printer utility to
get an Ild page printed properly). If
you have a 24 pin dot matrix printer
this is for you.

BUGS, IICE s JOYSIICKS

The program requires either you to use
a House + keys or Joystick t keys and

is compatible to the AMI mouse, by

popular request according to the
manual. I found toggling the keys very
easy to do and the three keys on the
louse are all well used: left to
EXECute a sound, centre to TOGGLE

EkECute on/off and right to bring up a

QUICK menu.
is for the Joystick input, this is

all set out in the manual and will
give those that only have a joystick a

list of function keys to click which

is a little too involved for ly
liking. I could only find one the in
Page Publisher. No way could I get out
of the EDIT PEN MODE (yes, you can
edit fonts, pen, patterns) but try as
I might the usual escape key was

disabled and the colputer crashed.

UPS MID DOIIS
The up side is that you can use
Hultiface 2 screen shots on your
pages; details are not in the manual

specifically to MFZ but you transport
then with "Load basic screen" in3
nodes. Page Publisher and Picasso are
also compatible.
llow for the down side: I could only

find one, a very important one at
that. The lanual tells you to be aware
that working too long at the VDU

drawing without the aid of a ZOOH

facility (which Page Publisher has not
got) can give you eye strain. I

suppose that‘s why they recommend
using an Art Package such as Picasso
and importing clip art into your
pages.

Olllllo
Version 1.6 has dropped the option of
using an 8 bit printer port but you
should not need it if you either have
a 24 pin printer, or do your printing
with the AS Quality print and get it
photocopied by 100% for perfect pages.
Compatible to 6128 and all expanded
464‘s and 564 CPC's including plus
machines.
The only sad thing for me is that

I've to return it to our Philip so I
will have to save up my pennies for
my own copy.
Until the end of this year all SD

hicrosystel titles will be available
at HALF normal RRP. Page Publisher
will be £12.50 for exalple.

For a list or to purchase any cpc
product contact:

SD HICRDSYSTEHS,
PO BOX 24.
ATTLEBOROUGH,

NORFOLK, NR17 lHL.
TEL: ( 01953 ) 483750

«For up denies worth, Page Publisher
is far more friendly than Stop Press
and does make for a good beginners MP
package —Philip»
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IARKET SIALL

Angie Hardvick (01922) 449730
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Angela Cook (01903) 206739
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Illlll SOFTWARE- HARDWARE - DESIGN

Telephone/Fax: OH] 554 4735

camsurt, Email: cam1@cix.compulink.co.uk

“I'll IOMcIntosh Crt.,Wellpork, Glasgow,G3I 2HW. Scotland. U.K.

NIRVANA R()M teased tile and disc management suite lieituns include: copy. disc I'omrat. file copy um
attributes autmiiaticcatalogue of drive A and easy to use menu syslem Suitable [or two drive machines. I’lmse note that Nirvana will
only recognisedata and systeiri fonriat discsIn drive It LI 5. (It)

Micchsign Plus JMenu driven |)'I'l’page processing package. ‘I'wo discs and two manuals. High qualityprint output. For all Amstrad
CI’C disc machines \vith 128k. 1.29.99

MicrnDesign Extra - Disc of clip-art for use with Micronesign l’lus, Consists of large headline fonts, musical notation symbols,
flowehan symbols etc, R()MIX)S [)20 fomiatH.199 or 3" disc L 14.99

7lreMapi Iihrarier liarMicro/)csign I’IuI.
Ii) Maps OITIR British IsIcs . .wcn Ili~Rex (256k strip lormat)maps ofthe crxixtline motorways counties and lowm‘ ot the UK
ROMDOS D20 format - “2.99 or 3" I'Irmrat t 2 discs) £I4. 99
h) World Map: - Fillet" I II-Res mapsol'Arrizricti.Europe,Asia etc, R()MI)()S DZO formal - [12.99 or 3' formal - £l 3.99

Pug: Printer - 24 pin and ink jet printerdriver for MicroDesign Plus: Easy to use . good quality printouts £9.99

DES ~ The Desktop Environment System - Sophisticated CI’C graphical uwr Interface, based on an Apple Maclrilosh style WIMP
environment.For all CI’C dim: machines. Disc - “4.99 ROMS (Z) - £24.99

2inl - PC to CI’C lransfer program. runs under L'I’M, Allows the user to swap between a PC and the CPL‘ using an interchangtmblc
disc fomiat. For all AmstradCPC disc machines With l28k running. underCPMJ. £19.99

‘ PainDni - SuperbDisc Operating System for use with large format 3.5" II drives Compatible with and superior to RUMIXJS. This Is
the only DOS ROM which should be Inserted in ROM slot seven thereby freeingan extra slot for more soflware.“4.99

The Basic Idea - QualityBasic lutonal aimed at the competentBasie programmer. C(YIISISISoft: 42 pagemanual and disc of example
program“; 1499

Xuor - Sophisticateddisc backup utility, capable of backing, up IIIllltlSl. all protectedUPC dises.£l4.‘)9

Soft—Lott V2.3 - ComprdIcnSIvetape to disc utility, designed to transfer specdlockprotectedgames to disc. 1.14.99

- ColnSat’tRumhori ~ Cased 8 socket Romboxcxpandiblc to lo sockets, ideal for DIES. l‘urallrs, I’rotext etc. [35 + £2 postage.

THIL' I’ROTI'LYI‘SUITI'.‘”re 1mm xophiuruutmlwordprocessing .vym'ni ever developedfnr 1hr- ,4m5rrad(.'l’(‘ computer range Rivals
[6 hit wordprocesxorx in care ofuse and range offeatures.

PROTEXT - The number one word processor for Amslrrid CPL‘ computers. Features include Fast text editing, Insert/overwritemodes,
full text formating‘ block functions,on screen help rind printer control menu. DISC - £15.99 ROM - £22.00

PROSPELL - Advancedspell checker for PROTIIXT Features include: Massive 32,000word dictionary,can checkup to 2000 words

per minute, build/cdit/listdictionary.unlimiteddictionarysue and word search/anagram feature. Will also check files from other word

mmwrs. DISC - “4.99 ROM - L2I.00

= PROMERGE PLUS » The completemail merge and utility program for PROTEXT.Features Include: Comprehensivemail rouge
function,auto rct'ormating of text & selectiveprinting. ROM Version [1180 allows for two tile leiting KL backgroundprinting as well as
columnwork. DISC ~ “4.99 ROM . £21.00

PROPRINT - I’RU'I'EXT print enhancement[Ingram Features include.Multiple fontswithin one document. importoffonu; from
otherCI’C programs, 9 and 24| I pin piinter drivers and an integral font designer for creation ofnew toms/editingof imported fonts.
DISC - “4.99 ROM - £Z|.00

DESTEXT - Powerful DES utility enablingowners ofDIES and PRO'lI-ZX'I‘on ROM to use the DES graphical interfacewithin l’rotext.
Feauires include: UniqueWYSIWYGscreen pnnting option, screen saver& multiple text options. DISC - £9.99

PLEASE ADD ll.” TOALL DISC AND ROM ORDERS FOR IST CLASS POSTAGE IN THEUNITED KINGDOM.
AIR MAIL FOR INTERNATIONAL CUSTOMERS - ADD £2.00 PER ORDER.

’

CUSTOMERS WISHING TOORDER BY CREDIT CARD PLEASE CALL 0141 554 4735 (24 HR ANSAPHONE)


